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PLANNING FOR THE WORST

Shortfalls
Parks Board has hat in hand
By STACEY CROOK
Stan Writer
The Murray-Calloway County
Parks Board is having troubk
making ends meet. Financial
shortfalls have left board members scratching their heads.
The board opened bids for pool
renovation that includes a new
lining. The low bid was $50,000.
However, the board appropriated
540,000 for the work — 520,000
came from a grant and the other
$20,000 is matching park funds.
Ross Meloan told the board
there are two options he thinks
they could pursue. First, more of
the money acquired from a recent
land swap could be used. Second,
the board could request-additional
funding from both city and county governments.
•
He asked representatives from
the city council and fiscal court if
the board could petition for more
money.
"I can only speak for one
councilman," said Tommy Sanden, the council's representative.
"I think you should submit a
proposal to the council Thursday
night."
The Murray City Council will
meet_ at _6:3f1 p-m__ _Thursday_

Si "Based on the past...the city may be
tired of the county not picking up its
share. 57
...Howard Koenen
"All I can do is bring it up,"
magistrate Steve Lax said.
. He added he is not certain if he
can get the matter- placed on the
fiscal court's agenda for the special meeting.
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court will meet in special session
Sept. 28 at 1 p.m.
"If we utilize the entire
528,000 from the land swap fund,
we'll still be $2,000. shy. That
will totally wipe out any additional capital projects this board
has discussed," said parks director Gary Hohman.
The board's plan is to use
S20,000 from the land swap and
leave an 58,000 balance.
Each governmental body will
be asked to kick in $5,000 to help
fund the project.
- - A- motion .-was approved-- to
accept the low bid of $50,000
contingent on receiving more
_money from _th_c_city and county

governments.
There was some concern that
the funding would not go
through.
Councilman Howard Koenen.
who was present at the meeting,
said he thinks the council might
approve additional funds contingent on matching funds from the
county.
"Based on the past...the city
may be tired of the county not
picking up its share," he said.
Danny Hudspeth, the city
council's other representative,
said it would rake both bodies to
get the funding..
The board plans to meet in
special session after notice his
been received from the city council and fiscal court.
Meanwhile, Hohman said he
would notify the low bidder_ofthe board's dilemma.

STACEY CROOK/Lodger & Times photo

local emergency response agencies met to discuss disaster planning Monday night In the Collins
Center DES coordinator Peggy Biliington said the table top drill was designed to help local agencies plan
strategies in the event of a disaster
Several

_See Page 2

Iacocca joins
Clinton's team

Curd receives MSU honor
By AMY WILSON
Stan Writer
Long before an auditorium was
named for him and even before
he entered politics, Freed Curd
was at Lynn Grove High School
conjuring up fundraisers.
"When I first went to Lynn
Grove as principal, there was no
money for supplies so we had to
have all kinds of little fundraisers," Curd said. "We even had to
pay for our light bill."
Education has changed since
then, making more money available for facilities and technology.
"Now we have modern computers," he said. "Back then, we
used to have an old chalk board.
I'm proud of the way things are
now and I don't want to go back
to the old days."
His experience in education
spans almost three decades, with
both administrative and classroom teaching roles.
He was chosen as outstanding
teacher in Calloway County in
1978.
Upon retiring from active
teaching, he continued in education as the coordinator of a federal education grant program and
JTPA programs for the Calloway
County school system.

Commodities
to be distributed
Commodities will be distributed from 8 a.m. to 3:30
p.m., Thursday, Sept. 23, at
the Calloway County Road
Department on East Sycamore.
Baskets or other carrying
containers should be brought.
Anyone picking up commodities for another person must
have a note signed by that
person.
The USDA Emergency Food
Assistance Program is available to all eligible recipients.

Rep. Freed Curd
Curd's political career kicked
off in 1979 when he ran for the
Kentucky House of Representatives. He has served continuously
since 1980.
Although he devotes much of
his time in Frankfort, he has not
forgotten Calloway County and
his educational background.
He served on the house education committee for several years
and was elected chairman of that
committee earlier this year.
"We knew that 'if we ever
needed anything, we could call
Freed and he would get an

answer for us," said Murray
Superintendent W.A. Franklin.
He said Curd has represented
the interests of education well.
When Franklin had to go to
Frankfort and attend committee
meetings, Curd was always there.
"He was a good listener and if
we had a point to be made, he
would listen to us and support it,"
he said.
Through his involvement with
the education committee, Curd is
constantly reminded of home.
"I have always gotten compliments about our educational system," Curd said. "I think both
local systems arc doing a good
job and, I think they arc way
above average state-wide."
Now that the Kentucky Education Reform Act (KERA) has
been implemented in schools
state-wide, Curd said the gap
between secondary and higher
education-should be bridged, with
more students choosing to further
their education.
"It's gotten to the point now
that &a man wants to make a living, he has to be educated in
some field," Curd said. "Most of
the unskilled jobs are becoming
seasonal."
• See Page 2

Public comment
sought by committee

Maestro Lawrence
Leighton Smith

Louisville
Orchestra
opens season
Stall Report
Murray Ledger & Times
An encore performance of the
Louisville Orchestra will open
the Murray Civic Music Association's 1993-94 season.
This concert marks the 11th
and final year for Maestro
Lawrence Leighton Smith as the
music director and principal conductor of the Louisville
Orchestra.
He is internationally recognized for his insightful and original interpretations of recent additions to the symphonic repertoire,
in concert and on First Edition
Recordings.
The performance will begin at
8 p.m. Wednesday at Lovett
Auditorium.
The Louisville Orchestra will
also present a youth concert as
part of MCMA's "Especially for

Comments from regional supTwo sessions arc planned
porters of Murray State Universi- tonight. At 5 p.m., the committee
ty will be sought tonight when
will meet with members of Staff
the Murray State University Pres- Congress and other interested
idential Screening Committee staff members and at 7 p.m. with
meets.
regional supporters of the univerThe committee has held a sity, including alumni and memseries of meetings on campus to bers of the MSU Foundation
receive recommendations about Board of Trustees.
whae qualities the new Murray
Both sessions arc planned in
State president should have. The the Mississippi Room of the Curcommittee has met with faculty, ris Center.
deans, vice presidents, depart• See Page 2
ment chairmen and students.
•See Page 2

MEETINGS

MEETINGS

•Murray Planning Commission will
meet Tuesday at 7 p m in the Council
chambers at city hail
• Presidential Search Committee
meetings will be conducted Tuesday A
5 p m meeting is scheduled for MSU
staff members and a 7 p m meeting will
be held for the general public in the Mississippi Room of the Curtis Center

• MSU Board of Regents will meet
to interview a presidential search consultant at 8 30 p m Tuesday in the lAssissipp Room or' the third floor of the Curris Center
• Murray Board of Zoning Adiustmanta will meet Wednesday at 515 p
in the council chambers of city hall

SPORTS
•Kentucky football coach Bill Curry is
feebng the heat from fans and the media
after UK's poor performance at Indiana
on Saturday.

Page 6

conteiation dui the pact would
WASHINGTON (AP) —
White House strategists, taking cost more than 5 million U.S.
seriously Ross Perot's unrelent- jobs and endanger the domestic
ing campaign against the North auto industry.
One reason the administration
American Free Trade Agreement,
want to portray him as an is paying closer attention to Perot
than before, Democratic strategextremist.
The fall counteroffensive is ists suggest, is that the Texas bilexpected to include a series of lionaire and 1992 independent
television ads by retired Chrysler presidential candidate is now
Chairman Lee Iacocca, a suppor- making -potential inroads into
ter of the contentious trade pact Clinton's Democratic base.
with Mexico and Canada.
That could have serious conse"1 think he has an awful lot to quences for the president's party
—offer this debate," said White in next year's congressional rates
• House press secretary Dee Dee and in the 1996 White House
Myers.
contest.
The stakes in the battle were to
By contrast, when Perot cambe raised today with the expected paigned earlier this year against
announcement by House Majority Clinton's deficit-cutting legislaLeader Richard Gephardt that he tion, he was mainly appealing to
opposes the pact: White House conservatives and mainstream
sources said the Missouri Demo- Republicans — people not likely
crat was expected to say he to vote for Clinton anyway.
The recruitment of Iacocca is
wouldn't actively wOric against
the latest example of the presithe president.
Administration officials hope
Iacocca can help blunt Perot's • See Page 2

Witness says he
didn't help Collins
By CHARLES WOLFE
Press Writer

Associated

ne Collins administration.
Nor did he send lists to Ed
Coleman, who was then state
Democratic chairman, Miller
said.
Miller, who is now Jefferson
Circuit Court clerk in Louisville,
testified as Collins' defense
opened on the 21st day of his
extortion and tax trial in U.S.
District Court.
Collins held no post in his
wife's administration but allegedly influenced contract awards.
The government alleges that state
bond contracts went to firms

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
An element of the case against
Bill Collins — that state contractor lists were passed to him for
approval while his wife was governor — was disputed as Collins'
defense began.
A former Finance Cabinet official who was involved in state
contracting denied in testimony
Monday that he was one of Collins' go-betweens.
Tony Miller said he never gave
contractor lists to his old boss,
Lester "Mac" Thompson, after
Thompson left Gov. Martha Lay- • See Page 2
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with limits

Clinton health care offers benefits
By CAROLE FELDMAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton's health care plan
would pay for your children's
eyeglasses but not for yours.
Same goes for having your teeth
cleaned, though some preventive
coverage for adults may be
phased in "if savings from
reform and budget resources
permit."
The plan, which Clinton will
formally present on Wednesday,
is built on the premise that

point of the Clinton proposal,
since most traditional health
insurance plans pay nothing
unless a person is sick. Yet, the
plan has limits.
Some doctors disagree with the
rigid schedule set for physical
exams, mammograms and Pap
smears. And it wouldn't be until
the year 2001 that mental illness
would be treated more on par
with physical ailments.
The plan would give a National
Health Board discretion to add
benefits, with the first expansion

"guaranteed benefits should meet
the full range of health needs,
including primary, preventive and
specialized cares.''
For the first time, all Americans would be guaranteed coverage for regular physical exams
and diagnostic screening for such
conditions as breast cancer and
high cholesterol levels, according
to a widely circulated draft of the
plan. All childhood immunizations would be covered.
Most preventive care would be
provided free — a major selling

bership. MCMA memberships
and tickets can be purchased at
the door prior to the show.
Other performances scheduled
this season include: the Broadway show "Brigadoon." vocal
ensemble Chanticleer and vocalists Evertt and Alicia Helm
McCorvey.
For more information about
MCMA membership or any of
the performances, call 753-3257
or 762-4516.

The first youth concert will be
held Thursday.
Admission to the concert is
free to Murray State University
students or with an MCMA mem-
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"The purpose of the meetings
is to seek input from the different
groups of people as presidential
selection criteria are developed,"
said committee chairman Sid
Easley. "We strongly encourage
persons from throughout the region who are interested in Murray
State to attend."
Board of regents chairman
James Butts appointed the screening committee in August after the
regents voted not to extend President Ronald J. Kurth's contract
beyond June 30, 1994.
Serving on the committee with
Easley are regents Wells Lovett,
Beverly Ford, Brian VanHorn
and Dr. Frank Julian. Butts is
serving as an ex-officio member,
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FROM PAGE 1
dent's decision to bring in outside heavyweights.
A week ago he enlisted former
Presidents Carter, Ford and Bush
at_a White House kickoff for the
trade pact.
Carter lobbed the opening salvo in the effort to paint Perot as
an extremist, saying "we have a
demagogue who has unlimited
financial resources and who is
extremely careless with the truth
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FROM PAGE 1
Youth" series, which offers special concerts by regular season
artists to area school children.

likely to encompass wider dental
coverage.
The plan covers hearing
exams, but not hearing -aids. Vision screening is provided as well.
It also provides coverage for
family planning and pregnancy,
but not for in vitro fertilization.

REPORTS

FROM PAGE 1
In other business, more financial problems plagued the board
as it decided whether or not to
pay for portable toilets near the
soccer complex.
When the board cut its budget
in July, it decided various athletic
associations would have to chip
in more equipment and supplies
so the park can operate in the
black.
Board members determined
that portable toilets would be
included in that equipment: "That's ridiculous for people to
have to pay for their facilities,"
Jim Nix said.
"So right now we, as the
board, do not feel the park should
fund the bathroom facilities?"
asked chairman Dr. Rob
Williams.
"It's not a matter of 'should,—
Meloan said.
"We already took that out,"
Hudspeth said.
As the board continues to deal
with the lack of funding for projects that need to be completed or
for those in the planning stages,
the money will be slow in
coming.
The swimming pool is the
park's biggest source of revenue.

Sept. 17
'Joel Henderson and his wife, Sharron Henderson, both
formerly of Murray, were returned from Chicago to face grand
jury charges. Joel Henderson is charged with third-degree
burglary, theft by unlawful taking/disposition and theft by
unlawful taking of an automobile. Sharron Henderson is
charged with theft by failure to make required disposition of
property. BOth are lodged in the Calloway County Jail.
'Wesley T Parker Jr., 23, Sycamore Street, was injured as
the result of a bicycle/car accident at approximately 8:30 p.m.
at the intersection of 12th and Main streets. Apparently, Parker, who was stopped at the traffic light in the southbound lane
of 12th Street, proceeded through the intersection. He was hit
by a vehicle driven by Scott A. Mays, 21, Rt. 3 Murray, who
was turning west onto Main Street Parker was treated at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Sept. 18
•Yolanda Powell, Mayfield, was charged with theft under
$300 and Mena Rochelle Powell, Mayfield, was charged with
theft over $300 following a complaint from K-Mart.
'John W. Gibson, Rt. 2 Murray, and Joseph Allen Gertsch,
New Concord, were both arrested and charged with possession of marijuana and 'possession of drug paraphrenalia.
Sept. 19
'Gary M Thompson, Benton, and Casey 1. Duncan, Franklin Hall, were both arrested and charged with disorderly conduct and alcohol intoxication following a fight at 100B Olive
St
'Marvin Arthur Judd, Loch Lomond. was charged with
menacing following a domestic dispute.
'William J. Foster was charged with alcohol intoxication.
SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
Sept. 17
'Terry W. Turner, 40, At. 4 Murray, was arrested on a warrant and charged with fourth-degree assault and first-degree
criminal mischief.
Sept. 19
'Mickey Cavitt, 34, At. 2 Murray, was arrested on a warrant
and charged with wanton endangerment.

•Witness...
FROM PAGE 1
whose officers invested in Col•
lins' business partnerships.
The tax charge is that Collins
misled the Internal, Reyerttle . Service by disguising kickbacks as
political contributions.
Miller was the Finance
Cabinet's facilities-management
commissioner. Thompson, a campaign fund raiser for Mrs. Collins, headed the cabinet for a
year, then went into business
with her husband. He now is the
prosecution's main witness.
Thompson had testified that he
periodically met Miller at a friedchicken restaurant in Versailles
to pick up a contractor list.
Thompson said engineers and
architects who received non-laid
contracts for design services had
to make kickbacks, which Collins
picked up at state Democratic
headquarters in Frankfort.

Miller said he and Thompson
met three times. The ex-secretary
suggested businessmen to be considered for contracts but never
relayed specific orders, Miller
said.
- He likewise met "two or three
times" with Coleman, the Democratic chairman, who asked him
to "give consideration" to firms
seeking contracts, Miller said. He
also sent lists of state job vacancies to Democratic headquarters
but never lists of contractors,
Miller said.
As finance secretary, Thompson doled out engineering or
architectural contracts to firms
Miller nominated after screening,
Miller said.
But Miller said it sometimes
was a charade: Thompson picked
the firm, then Miller submitted
the nominations, always with
Thompson's choice on top.
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FROM PAGE 1
As a legislator, Curd is often
asked to attend various events.
However, he received an invitation from Murray State University that will be remembered for
years to come.
"I was called and asked if I
would accept the honor of having
an auditorium named after me
and of course I agreed," he said.
"I said I really didn't deserve it,
but I would accept it anyway."
The auditorium is located in
the Martha Layne Collins Center
for Industry and Technology,
which opened in 1991. Curd calls
the Collins Center "a greatly
needed building."
"It is a great facility and it
hasn't been fully utilized yet," he
said.
At the dedication ceremony
Sept. 18, a life and career story

ta
video was shown in honor of
Curd.
"They pretty well put it on
me," Curd said. "They had made
a video including my baby pictures and my parents."
Curd attended Murray State
University and received a bachelor's degree in 1959 and a master's degree in 1961.
"If it had not been for Murray
State, I probably would have
gone to the University of Kentucky," Curd said.
Several members of the Curd
family have graduated from Murray State, including his wife, Millie, and his daughters, Tamra,
,Karen and Stacey.
Curd's devotion to Murray
State prompted him to seek funding for both the Collins Center
and the Regional Special Events
Center.

Sen. Jeff Green of Mayfield
remembers the special effort
Curd made to introduce him to
people in Frankfort prior to being
sworn into office.
"Everyone knew that when he
said something, he could be
trusted," Green said. "That's
what makes him an effective
legislator.
"He made the job easier for me
by helping to open a lot of doors.
He does a good job and naming
an auditorium after him is a fitting tribute to a fine legislator,"
Green said.
Franklin said he is pleased
Curd received the honor.
"This is a nice, permanent way
to recognize his cointibutions,"
Franklin said. "It is a nice honor
for him, although it is hardly
enough to thank him for his years
as an educator."

FREE PROSTATE CANCER SCREENING

$

A Special Health Service For Men
Prostate Cancer
A most common cancer in men
A second leading cause of cancer,death in men.
•symptoms are usually present in early stages.
A can be treated successfully
-- especially if detected early
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This is a quick, painless and free blood test.
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Harry Thaitort
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CALL
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Local:
753-0604
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1-800-599-9240
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•H. S. Jackson, M.D.
•Dianon Laboratories

300 South 8th Street, Suite 107E
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Quake kills one in Oregon
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KLAMATH FALLS, Ore.(AP)
— A moderate earthquake shook
southern Oregon and Northern
California, killing a driver in a
mckslide and cracking a highway
bridge.
The quake, measuring 5.4 on
the Richter scale, struck at 829
pin. Monday and was centered
15 miles northwest of Klamath
Falls, said the National Earthquake Information Center in Golden, Colo.
"It felt like you were on a raft
going over a rapid," said police
Officer John Dees, who moved to
Oregon from Los Angeles
because he wanted to get away
from earthquakes. "You could
see transformers exploding over
by the railroad tracks and up on

the hill."
The quake shattered windows
and caused scattered power and
phone outages in southern
Oregon.
The brick front of an old hotel
now occupied by a restaurant and
bakery collapsed in Klamath
Falls. A second building was declared unsafe, and others were
damaged.
Kenneth Campbell of Phoenix
was killed - when the quake
loosened a I4-foot boulder above
a highway at Modoc Point, near
the quake's epicenter, state police
said. The boulder crushed the
driver's side of his pickup.
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onds. Pictures fell off the walls
and dishes rattled in the kitchen.
"I was sitting in my chair
watching television whcn my boy
said, 'Hang on Dad, here it cornes,"' Miller said.

An aftershock measuring 5.2
on the Richter scale shook the
area at 10.46 p.m. A second
aftershock, measured at 4.8,
struck at 11:15 p.m., said Pat
Jorgenson, spokeswoman for the
U.S. Geological Survey in Menlo
Park, Calif.

In Medford, patrons ran out of
the Witham Truck Stop when the
windows began shaking.

E
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McConnel

A magnitude 5 s quake can
cause considerable damage in a
populated area. A quake measuring 6 on the Richter scale can
cause severe damage

Demjanjuk will leave Israel
JERUSALEM (AP) — John
Demjanjuk plans to -leave Israel
on Wednesday after nearly two
months of court-ordered delays
while Holocaust survivors and
Nazi hunters appealed for a new
trial.
Prison Services Spokesman
Dubs Ben-Ami said he had been
informed that Dcmjanjuk and his
family had ordered tickets for
Wednesday. Another source who
demanded anonymity confirmed
tickets had been reserved for
Wednesday.
Ben-Ami said Demjanjuk
would be able to leave the AyaIon prison in central Israel once
he showed he had airline tickets
and, permission from another
country allowing him to enter.
Citing concern for his client's
safety, Yoram Sheftel, Demjan;ilk's attorney, refused to say

Inc.

At the Southern Pacific rail
yard in Roseburg, about 80 miles
northwest of Medlord, two trains
were kept overnight until crews
could check the track for damage.

Joe Miller, a retired rancher
and logger who lives in Modoc
Point, near the quake's epicenter,
said the quake rocked his house
back and forth, and aftershocks
shook the house lor 30 or 40 sec-

Campbell's wife, Phyllis, was
not hurt.

NJ with

a war-degree

A highway was closed south ot
Klamath Falls because of a
cracked bridge over the Klamath
River, said Janis Collins of the
state Transportation Department.

when Demjanjuk was leaving or threats from Jewish extremists,
but the prisons authority refused
where he was headed.
said
cooperate. "Reporters will be
nt,"
to
excelle
feels
"He
Sheftel. "He is preparing for his
there," he said.
Traficant, D-Ohio, said on
leaving, everything is packed.
Monday he hoped his presence
Otherwise, he is doing nothing."
would deter extremists who have
Ben-Ami said he would not be
threatened to kill Demjanjuk.
aware of the destination until
"We know that there's been
Sheftel showed prison authorities
threats out there against
death
tickets.
the
him, and I'm sure it's a web that
U.S. officials said Demjanjuk
includes all of us," Demjanjuk
would be given a letter from the
U.S. embassy that would permit Jr. said. "But we don't walk in
fear. We have to do what we
him to return to the United
have to do."
States.
The Israeli Supreme Court on
Demjanjuk's son, John Jr., and
U.S.
and
,
Nishnic
Ed
aw,
Sunday put aside appeals for a
son-in-l
new trial and lifted a restraining
Rep. James A. Traficant Jr. left
order holding up deportation of
Cleveland on Monday and were
the 73-year-old former Ohio
due to arrive in Israel today to
autoworker to leave. accompany Demjanjuk.
asked
Sheftel
The court in July overturned
said
i
Ben-Am
his conviction and death sentence
that Demjanjuk's departure be
on charges he was Ivan the Ternkept secret in light of death

tile, a N3/I guard who operated
the gas chamber at the Trehlinka
:lead) camp in Nail -occupied
Poland during World War 11. An
:stimated 850,(KX) Jews died at
Trebhnka in 1942-43.
Demjanjuk had been stripped
of his U S. citizenship in 1981
for lying about his Nazi past and
was extradited to Israel in 1986
to he tried on the Trehlinka
charges.
In its July acquittal, the
Supreme Court nonetheless said
there was no doubt Demjanjuk
had served as a guard at another
Polish death camp. Sobilsor
But Israel's A(10111CN General
Yowl- Hansh would not vmse
cute Dcmjaniuk on the Sohihor
charges, ,saying it . could . s iouic
the ban on double ieopardv.
trying him a second me on the
same charges
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Europeans defuse over farm trade talks
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) —
The European Community early
today defused, at least for now,
an impasse in world trade negotiations by agreeing to raise French
concerns about agriculture subsidy cuts with the United States.
But it remained to be seen
whether Washington would
accept any modifications in a
farm deal struck last year to help
break a deadlock in world trade
talks. President Clinton has
warned the EC not to try to
reopen the fractious agreement.

What remains to be seen is
whether France, with 1 million
farmers — the most in the EC —
will he satisfied with any refinements in the accord that might be
worked out in the coming weeks
by American and European
negotiators.
France, the EC's leading farm
producer, threatened to wreck the
Uruguay Round of world trade
negotiations rather than accept
what it sees as harmful cuts in
government payments to its farmers. Its powerful farm lobby has

staged sometimes7,,iolent protest.,
--to pressure the government
The 116 -nation Uruguay
Round talks, under the auspices
on
of the General Agreement
Tariffs and Trade, hold out the
promise of lowering barriers to
global trade in farm produce, textiles, manufactured goods and
financial services.
GATT director-general Peter
Sutherland has set a Dec. 15
deadline for completing the
round.
After 12 hours of sometimes

Teen gets probation for theft
ATLANTA (AP) — A teenager who got three years in prison for stealing $20 worth of ice
cream bars from a school freezer
won't have to do the time.
The Georgia Board of Pardons
and Paroles granted Dehundra
Caldwell probation Monday.
"Our job is to be the conscience of the state, to decide when
a sentence is fair," chairman
Tommy Morris said.

Superior Court Judge Andrew.
Whalen, who is white, sentenced
Caldwell after the teen-ager
pleaded guilty Aug. 23. Caldwell
served 10 days before being
released on bail pending the
board's decision.
Under terms of his probation,
he must finish high school and
tutor a fellow student. A burglary
conviction will stay on his
record.

Morris said that Caldwell's
sentence was unusually harsh but
that he found no reason to suspect the 17-year-old was treated
that way because he is black, as
some had claimed.

"I'm happy because I don't
have to go to jail, but I feel that it
shouldn't have gone this far," the
11th-grader said at news conference at the Atlanta office of the
National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People.
He said he plans to major in
computer science in college.
The stiff sentence for a youth
with no previous record outraged
many in Thomaston, a small
community about SO miles south
of Atlanta.
Caldwell, his 15-year -old
brother and a I6-year-old friend
were walking to play basketball
on July 11 when they entered the
school.
Caldwell contended they went
through an unlocked door, though
authorities said they found signs
of forced entry. Caldwell's
brother and friend were given
lighter sentences as juveniles.

acrimonious talks, toreign, I31111
and ifade Ministers of the dozen
community nations struck a compromise and asked their negotiators to resume discussions with
the Americans.
But they refused to go along
with France's demand tor a complete renegotiation of the agreement in an Mort to get a better
deal for lanners.
The result was a vaguely
worded statement that most
ministers could claim supported
their position.
"It's a draw, but I hope a draw
in favor of 3 GATT agreement.
British Foreign Secretary INiu
glas Hurd said.
Sir Leon Brittan, the community's trade chief, said he would
seek "an amplification and interpretation". of the farm subsidy
agreement during a meeting next
week with U.S. Trade Representative Mickey Kantor

Miss your paper?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger dr
Times by 5:10 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday -Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
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1303 Main Street • Murray • 753-4925
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Frigidaire
Undercounter Dishwasher

You Are Invited To Revival Efforts At

Adan's'
e 4.9"
‘
cP
Fine Foods

Hazel Baptist Church
September 19-23
a.m.
Sunday Morning Service at 11:00
Each Evening Service at 7:00 p.m.

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise
759-9701
will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m.

Loretta Jobs
REALTORS
MEI North 12
niser.sits SIIII.11
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'War

Special Singing Each Evening.
Nursery Provided Each Evening.
Transportation: 492-8168

Model
SDB-100PW

Only $248

Dr. LaVerne Butler, Evangelist
College
President Mid-Continent Baptist Bible
Pastor: Brother Tim, Adcock

!Frigidairei0

Music Director Brother Gene Miller

'Powerful 2-level Wash
.4 Cycles - from Heavy Soil to Rinse & Dry
'Energy saving Air Dry Oploon
•Fully -extendable Easy to Load Racks
•Available in white

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CASH & CARRY
753-1713
Court Square - Murray

Everyone Welcome
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Summer of indiscretion
The summer I was eight years
old, Angelica Marchetti came to
stay with her grandparents, our
next door neighbors. It wasn't
just Angelica by herself visiting
the Tudor cottage of Dr. and Mrs.
Norton. She also brought her
mother and little brother with her.
Of course, it was her mother,
Phyllis, who actually shepherded
the family across an entire continent to make the long trip from
Rio de Janeiro to Metuchen, New
Jersey, but Angelica acted as if
she had single-handedly guided
the family on the arduous journey
through dusty cities and strange
airports. No matter that she was
Just eight years old herself, and
not tall enough to hand her passport up to the blue uniformed
man behind the counter in Customs who welcomed them back
to the United States.
"We're only staying the summer," Angelica probably told
him. "We're going back to Brazil
when the divorce is over." That's
what she told everyone she met.
"Angelica," her mother whispered, when she matter-of-factly
announced her family's itinerary
to me and my mother when we
were all introduced over tea at
the Nortons'.
Angelica scowled and then
pursed her lips together, as if
holding back a retort that was
certain to get an eight-year-old
sent to her room, even in front of
company.
"Well, we are going back,"
Angelica insisted after a beat of
silence. "You said."

ALICE ROUSE
General Manager

'here there is no vision. the people perish'
PUBUSHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.

WASHINGTON TODAY

Despite more hoopla
about spending cuts,
expect no dramatics
By ALAN FRAM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Get ready for autumn headlines trumpeting a new effort by President Clinton and Congress to shrink the
federal deficit by cutting billions of dollars in government spending. But don't expect the proposal or the final product to be
dramatic.
The clamorous, partisan fight that ended last month over Clinton's big deficit-reduction plan satisfied Washington's appetite for
whopper budget cuts for now. The focus is shifting to upcoming
battles over trade and health care.
So look closely at whatever Congress produces when Clinton
proposes his next round of spending cuts in October. Some lawmakers may use the reductions to paint themselves as ardent budget
slashers even though the cuts — however legitimate — are likely to
enough to drain no more than a tiny drop from the government's
oceans of red ink — now totaling more than 5200 billion a year.
Clinton will offer the new cuts to fulfill a promise to conservatives who supported his deficit-reduction plan in AugusL.Congressional supporters are hoping the slashes, which are still in the
works, will hit S10 billion next year and several times that over
five years. Many Republicans and conservative Democrats will
probably try to drive the figures as high as they can.
In the end, the reductions Clinton proposes are likely to include
suggestions Vice President Al Gore made for trimming the federal
workforce and streamlining the way the government buys things.
Also expected are one-shot reductions an the budgets of obscure
programs.
But barring the unexpected. Clinton will propose no major cuts
in Social Security, veterans' pensions or any of the other huge benefit programs most responsible for the government's relentless deficit problem. That will make the plan more like a Band-Aid than a
tourniquet.
"They're not doing a Willie Sutton. They're going where the
money ain't," said one Democrat involved in the cuts, speaking on
condition of anonymity.
The reference was to holdup man Willie Sutton, who when asked
why he robbed banks replied, "Because that's where the money
is.
Even though next month's effort to trim spending is likely to be
relatively faint, it probably won't hurt the politicians' images as
budget cutters.
That's because they are playing to a public that wants more and
more spending cuts and believes that it should be easy to find them.
An August poll by ABC News and The Washington Post found that
on average, respondents believe the government wastes 40 cents of
every dollar it collects in taxes — a proportion that would be
astoundingly high if true.
But that same public, while eager to support most efforts to trim
federal spending, takes a different view when specific programs are
on the chopping block — especially programs that affect them.
Employing fewer bureaucrats in huge government agencies
sounds sensible. But for Social Security recipients who often have
hair-raising tales to tell about how their cases can be mishandled, is
it really possible to wring efficiency into an agency while whittling
away its workforce?
Fully aware that one person's bloated bureaucracy can be
another's financial lifeline, lawmakers are unlikely to vote in lockstep for every proposal to trim federal spending that emerges this
fall.
It is that dynamic — and the desire to avoid major cuts for now
an big-ticket programs like Medicare — that is likely to keep this
next round of cuts modest.
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Story of Jimmy: Tragedy and blessing
Dear Editor:
1 recently received a copy of an article from your newspaper that
was written by an old friend of mine, Dwain McIntosh. The article
was about one of our childhood friends named Jimmy.
Jimmy's father sent the article to my wife. He has shared some of
Jimmy's mementos with us over the years. "Teddy," Jimmy's muchloved and well-worn bear has the scat of honor in my wife Dinny's
teddy bear collection.
Jimmy was indeed a very special person and Dwain's description of
Jimmy has not been colored by years. It was really nice to have my
thoughts, feelings and memories of Jimmy validated by an "old"
friend like Dwain.
In retrospect I find that I acquired many of my values and strengths
from my playmate Jimmy. He was a friend and peer. I think I learned
more from him than the adults in my life at that time.
Jimmy had such a profound impact on me that my first attempt at
writing in English 101 was titled "The Good Go First." It was my
attempt at a tribute to Jimmy. My professor was not the least bit
impressed with my writing ability, but he was so touched by the story
that he gave me an A. I think it yids the only A I got in my first year
of college.
Such a tragedy, passing so young, but such a blessing for those of
us whose lives were touched by Jimmy. He left so very much.
I still do not understand why the good go first, but I can accept it.
Another of our boyhood friends, Lynn Habacker, recently told me: "If
the good go first, you and I will live to be one hundred."
I am grateful to Dwain for reminding me just how much we lost and
how much we gained from Jimmy's being a part of our lives.
William Edward McAllister
129 Inglewood Drive, Hampton, VA 23666
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Constance Alexander
Igli
Her mother agreed thinly with
a smile, and one of the adults
deftly changed the subject.
The lady at the library was
divorced, and so was Dot Van,
the woman who sometimes substituted in my mother's bridge
group. But they were old, and the
hushed words I'd heard about
them were that their husbands
had forsaken them for younger
women. The way other women
talked, it made me feel that
divorcees were creatures to be
pitied; women cast aside because
they were no longer young
enough or pretty enough to please
their mates.
But Mrs. Marchetti was pretty
and blond, with a tawny cast to
her complexion from the hours
she spent outside that summer.
Sometimes when she got bored,
she washed the car all by herself,
wearing the top of a two-piece
bathing suit and white shorts, an
outfit destined to bring my father
out to putter in the yard.
When the heat got to be too
much for her, Phyllis doused herself with cool water. Her goodnatured laughter could be heard
all the way to Oak Avenue from
Maple Street when Angelica and
little Tony wrestled the hose

away from her to turn it on their
dignified grandfather.
According to Angelica. her
mother was getting divorced so
she could marry an older man.
They'd met at the embassy in Rio
where Angelica's father worked.
The man was so rich he stashed
emeralds in his pockets the way
other men carried loose change,
Angelica told me. When he and
her mother got married, she said,
they would live on a ranch the
size•of Vermont. Angelica would
have a personal maid who would
bathe her in rosewater each night
before she went to bed.
I didn't believe her until the
flowers began to arrive. One day,
Angelica's mother received a box
of red roses from the man; the
next they were pink, then white,
then yellow, in a bonnet of purple
amaranth. It went on that way for
weeks, as I recall it.
"They come all the way from
South America," Angelica whispered every time we walked past
her grandmother's piano where
the day's fresh batch was displayed in all its romantic splendor.
And there were letters too.
Every day. When Angelica
started stealing them. I couldn't
believe her nerve. She could not

Whiners never run out of steam
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figure out how to get them
opened undetected, so she just
npped the envelope and threw
out the whole thing when she was
finished.
"Dear Phyllis, how I miss
you," they all began. The rest of
the text confessed to peculiar
longings — to see the crescentshaped scar that eclipsed her
smile; to hear the sound of her
high heels on smooth marble
floors; to pluck at the knob of
golden hair twisted at the nape of
her graceful neck.
I was to stand watch for her
mother, while Angelica read to
me. She held the thin wings of
paper tightly, as if they might
take flight.
Of course she got caught, but
we never got yelled at. My
mother even chortled about the
incident to her friends. When
Angelica and her family left at
the end of the summer to return
to South America, they sent me a
doll. She was black, with breasts
beneath her lace peasant blouse,
nothing like the other mama dolls
in my collection.
I never heard any more after
that, but I haven't forgotten about
Angelica. I think of her whenever
I read_ about Brasilia, the "new"
capital of Brazil that was being
built the summer of our indiscretion. It is a city carved from the
heartland, where brooks and
rivulets spring at almost every
step in the shade of cedar trees.
There are exquisite gardens,
grand esplanades, and underneath
it all the soil is blood red.

•

Yet another gripes column.
"In the advertisement they say,
'What is worse than a yeast infection?' I say,'Plenty. I mean nobody
dies of it, do they?"
"A personal gripe of mine is when
people write my name incorrectly.
You'd think it wouldn't be that hard,
would you? I mean, how hard is it to
spell David Goldman?"
"People who adopt Rush Limbaugh-csque tactics and label people 'liberals and dismiss them automatically. This is harmful, divisive
stereotyping that does nothing to
help this country. Many people, like
myself, arc a combination of liberal/conservative views when it
comes to different issues. It's not all
black and .
x4..Sits., you Rush 'ditto
heads. Get a clue and think for
yourselves instead of taking his
biased,--rgo-inflated, misinformed,
close-minded garbage as gospel."
"Editorial writers who know everything about everything and have
solutions for all of the world's
problems. Think of it. One newspaper has ready replacements for
the president of the U.S., the chairman of the joint chiefs of staff, the
governor and the mayor."
"I am sick unto death of entering
business establishments and being
assaulted with what they seem to
think is 'politically correct music.'
I'm referring to rock and roll, hard
rock, soft rock, soul, Motown, reggae,crap rap, hip hop,and all other
such noise pollution that masquerades as, and dishonors, real music.
In fact, such claptrap is performed
and listened to by people whose

heads are filled with politically
correct mush."
"The chronic portrayal of motorcyclists as bad guys in movies and
TV shows. Most of us are decent.
Honest. I've never even been in a fist
fight."
"The Pachelbel'Canon'and other
overworked pieces of music. Technically speaking, it's not a canon -- a
round hke 'Three Blind Mice; -- but
a pasacaglia, a repeated bass line
with variations in the treble parts."
"People who screw up and say.
'Sorry about that' are lying. They
really aren't sorry at all. There is so
much dishonesty in the world."
"Narcissistic people walking past
store windows admiring their own
image. I bump into them when I
can."
"People who have to think about
what to cat at McDonalds."
• "I'm an 8th grader. What I really
hate is when I'm taking a really hard
test in school and there's some BUM
somewhere in the room that just has
to sniff every three seconds. And to
make things worse, he doesn't know
he's doing it. I can't concentrate and
it drives me crazy. What arc you
supposed to do, grab some tissue
and stuff it up his nose?"

...........••••••••.44•411•04110•41

"News anchors who shuffle their
oh-so-important papers. They probably toss them in the trash when the
camera goes off."
"Let's cut out this nonsense about
applying the words 'native Americans' to Indians only.. This implies
that all non-aborigines in the United
States of America are not 'native
Americans.' There arc approximately 245,0(8)900 of us sho were
born in the United States of
America, and are as 'native Americln' as one can be."
"Chronic drinkers who try to
convince others:'My wife drove mc
to it.' Be honest, bowers, you like
getting drunk."
"Bananas that 1(x)k good on the
outside but have ugly black spots on
the inside. What a waste of my
money."
"Why does everyone assume that
all single women are desperate to
marry? Or even that they ever want
to. Hey, I'm single, happy, and
intend to max that way."
"What about the moron who
wants you to walk up to his car to
give him directions while he sits on
his fat fcguni."
"Does the media always have to

say 'Of/ ie and Harriet or 'Leave it to
Beaver' every time it sneers at the
1950s'? It's insulting bra generation
to be defined by TV sitcoms."
"DO drugs.' How do you DO
them? Can you DO beer? DO a
hamburger? DO an apple? The
language is being corrupted by
barbarians."
"What aggravates the hell out of
me are people who complain about
how 'fat' women look an pants or
short skirts. It's a free country. A
person can wear what she wants. If
ou don't like the size of my kc ister,
look at your own."
"Draft-dodgers engaging in
know-it-all discussions about military life."
'People who obviously don't listen to Rush Limbaugh but call him a
'pompous, ignorant ass' and 'very
bigoted.' None of these charges is
true, as anyone who listens to
Lambaugh regularly can attest. Untrue charges such as this should not
go unchallenged."
"Being invited to a come-asyou-are party and being greeted at
the door by the host/hostess in
formal attire."
"People with answering machines whose outgoing message
includes long musical • introductions, movie star 'impersonations
and/or that line: 'I can't come to the
phone right now.' Of course you
can't come to the phone; that's why,
you bought an answering machine."
"Womcn with really ugly toes
who insist on wearing open thong
sandals without socks."
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Sue Allison, second vice president of Murray Woman's Club,
reminds all members of the deadline. for notice of entries in the
First District Arts and Crafts Contest at Kentucky Dam Village on
Oct. 6. Allison said it is necessary that members with entries in
photography, painting, needlework, embroidery. cross stitch, quilting, pottery, basket weaving, latch hook. Christmas decorations,
braided rugs, etc.. call her by Saturday. Sept. 25, at work,
' 753-6161. or after 5 p.m. at home, 753-10109. Entry forms must be
at the district by Friday, Oct. 1.
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Humane Society plans meeting
The Humane Society of Calloway County will meet Thursday,
Sept. 23, at 7 p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway County Public
Library. All members and interested persons are invited to attend,
according to Kathy Hodge, president.
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Helen Irene Steffen and
Warren Leslie Boughton Jr. to marry

Pet Therapy trip Thursday
A Pet Therapy trip will start Thursday, Sept. 23, at 3 p.m. at
Calloway County Public Library. This is for all members of PAWS
(pets are wonderful society) and any other interested persons or
volunteers.

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday, Sept. 23, at 7:30
p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This
is a group comprised of those who have lost an infant, child, or
young adult through accident, illness, sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), stillbirths or miscarriages. "You will have contact
with people who listen and who offer support," according to Chapter Leader Hilda Bennett. For more information call Bennett at
498-8324 or Chaplain Rebecca Church, 762-1274.
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Country Club -dinner Friday
Murray Country Club will serve dinner on Friday. Sept. 24, from
7 to 8:30 p.m. The menu will be 8 oi. filet Mignon, salad, baked
potato, vegetable, roll and dessert for the price of S14.50 per person including gratuity. Reservations should be made by Thursday
night by calling 753-6113.

Steffen and Boughton
wedding to be Nov. 23
Kathleen Dee Fleming of Coldwater and Andrea Boughton Stutheit
of Littleton, Colo., announce the engagement sit their parents, Helen
Irene Stetlen and Warren (Hawk) Leslie Boughton Jr
The couple will be married Tuesday, Nov. ..!;. at 7 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church, 1601 Main St., Murray, where they are
members.
Friends and family are invited to attend the wedding and the reception to follow. Music will he by Allene Knight and Oneida White.
.
pianists, and Anne Adams, voualist.
The couple requests "no gifts" as the pleasure of friends and family
will complete the circle of love for this special day.

Christian Singles plan meeting
Christian Singles Group will meet Thursday, Sept. 23, at 7 p.m.
at 8(X) North 20th St., Murray. All singles, whether always sulgte,
separated, divorced or widowed, are welcome to attend. For more
information call Joan, 759-1345, or Richard, 759-9994.

Parkinson's Group meeting Friday

"
This

Parkinson's Support Group will meet Friday, Sept. 24, at 2 p.m.
in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
This is open to all interested persons. For information call Dixie
Hopkins, speech pathologist, or Ann Ingle R.N. at 762-I 1(X).

Newspaper
‘141, Contains
Recycled Newsprint

Pageant planned on Oct. 2
The Little Mr. and Miss Calloway County Fire Prevention
Pageant will be Saturday, Oct. 2, at North Branch of Peoples Bank.
This will be a sportswear pageant for Supreme group of 0 to 36
months and for others, 3 to 12 years. This is only open to children
in Murray and Calloway County. For information call Mary Ann at
435-4382 or Jana at 753-0137.

Coldwater sale scheduled

51,
Coldwater United Methodist Church Women will have a yard
sale on Friday and Saturday, Sept. 24 and 25, starting at 8 a.m.
each day. Proceeds from the sale will go toward the church building fund.

ZETA MEETING — Clarice Sparkman, center, past president of Murray
Woman's Club, Installed the new otficers of Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club at a breakfast at Holiday Inn. Pictured from left are Marjorie Shroat Dunn, treasurer, Edwina Garrison, secretary, Mrs. Sparkman, Barbara Alkin, vice chairman, and Mary Wells, chairman. The
department will meet Thursday, Sept. 23, at 7 p.m. at the club house
with the program to be by Martha Andrus, general club president. Hostesses will be Frances Matarazzo, Peggy Brown, Marie Wallace, Ruth
Oney and Esther Jennings.

CCHS Committee will meet

Alpha Mu meeting tonight
All members of Alpha Mu $4760 of Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 6 p.m. at West
View Nursing Home for a Community Sing followed by Bingo.
Prins are needed for Bingo. A social hour will follow.
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Special seminars scheduled

-Indian Corn
•Goords

Two special seminars are being conducted by the Family Resource Center of Calloway County School System. These are being held
at Glendale Road Church of Christ. "T.O.T.A.L. - Teaching Our
Toddlers About Leaning" is the class being held each Thursday
from I to 2 p.m. This class includes hands on activities for parents
and their 2 and 3-year olds. "Your Baby Talks To You" is the class
each Friday from 1 to 2 p.m. This class focuses on ideas for parents
of newborns to the age of 2. Beth Durbin, program specialist at the
center, will be the discussion leader. There is no charge and child
care will be provided free. Classes will continue on each Thursday
and Friday through Sept. 30 and Oct. 1. Each class is independent
and persons can attend any session. To make arrangements for
attendance call the center at 753-3070.
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MAGAZINE CLUB — Gwendola Healey, standing left, presented a program on "Drayton Hall and Middleton Gardens" at the last meeting of
Murray Magazine Club. Inez Claxton, standing right, was the hostess for
the meeting at Holiday Inn. Frances Brown gave the devotion. Pictured
seated, from left, Toni Hopson and Jane Lombard. The club will meet
Thursday, Sept. 23, at 2 p.m. at Temptation Restaurant, South Sixth and
Maple Streets, Murray.

The Policy Manual Committee of Calloway County High School
will meet Thursday, Sept. 23, from 2:45 to 3:45 p.m. in Room 113
of Calloway County High School. The committee will continue to
meet each Thursday until the policy manual has been compiled. All
interested persons are welcome to attend. Upon completion of the
manual, notice will be given in order to allow interested persons to
review the document before it is submitted to the Calloway County
High School Site-Base Decision Making Council. "Please note this
is not a policy making committee, but a committee formed to consolidate all existing extra-curricular activity policies into one document," a member said.
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Calloway County High School Assessment Committee will meet
Thursday, Sept. 23, at 4:30 p.m. in Room 112 of the school. All
members and interested persons are urged to attend.
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Loss leaves UK, Curry feeling heat
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)- Bill Curry needs to win a
kw games to influence people.
His Kentucky Wildcats have lost two straight contests.
The first was an encouraging 24-20 loss to No. 5 Florida.
That was followed by a dreadful 24-8 setback to Indiana
last Saturday.
While Curry displayed his usual calm before reporters
and television cameras at his weekly news conference
Monday, his football program is beginning to take a few
hits from fans and the media.
His record in three-plus seasons at Kentucky is 12-24,
including 1-15 in road games. He is 5-18 against Southeastern Conference teams. He is 0-9 against ranked teams.
Fans on radio-talk shows criticized the play-calling as
being too conservative. They complained of the offense
being too predictable.
Pat Forde, columnist for The Courier-Journal in Louis-

ville, wrote Kentucky's performance was "a tentative,
bumbling fashion that simply is not part of the makeup of,,
a good team - but has been part of the makeup of Currycoached Kentucky teams."
John Clay, beat writer for the Lexington Herald-Leader,
wrote in an analysis that, "Saturday's showing was that of
a team whose preparation bordered on amateurish."
Curry, who was given a new contract before the start of
last season that runs through Jan. 31, 1997, would prefer
not to deal with the criticism.
"My only response to that is to do a better job of coaching," said Curry, who sends his team against South Carolina on Thursday night. "When you start answering critics,
then that's energy that could be directed toward,the squad.
"When you start evaluating whether the criticism is justified, that's energy that could be directed toward the
squad."
But Curry said he understands the fans being frustrated
about the program.

"Sure, I'm frustrated, too," he said. "The question I
have to answer is, 'Are you going to focus on your frustration or are you going to focus on solutions?"
"The important thing for Kentucky football players is to
have them understand how good we are now," he-said. "If
we believe in our talent as players, as much as the coaches
believe in the players' talent, then we play with confidence
all the time, right now.
"We haven't gotten that taught That's one of my disappointments. I think we should have taught that by now."
But Curry hasn't lost hope in his team this season.
"We have plenty of chances to have a great season," he
said. "We have plenty of talent, plenty of enthusiasm,
plenty of expertise to have a great season from this point
forward.
"But there is a certain magic, and the magic is a right
combination of understanding a sense of urgency without
getting hysterical and too hyped up that we have yet to
achieve."

Racers pay
heavy price
for victory
Saturday's-win over Southeast Missouri didn't come
cheap for the Murray State
Racers.
The training room at Stewart Stadium after the 17-14
win over SEMO was a very
busy place.
Monday morning's injury
report was full of players who
were -banged and heat up.
The most serious is dcfen-
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NATIONAL LEAGUE

Giants gain on Braves
with win in Houston

Head coach Velvet Jones Milkman, left, has the task of guiding Murray State's first-ever women's golf
team: (from left) Angie Haywood, Stacey Kern, Connie Steely, Jaime fowler and Rechelle Cadwell,

Pioneers
•

Milkman leads MSU into new territory
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
The departure lacked the usual ceremonies or the usual
gathering of dignitaries. They
didn't even break a bottle of
bubbly over a golf cart.
Instead, five athletes and one
coach boarded a van and headed
off for Murray State's first-ever
women's golf match last
weekend in Cookeville, Tenn.
"It's been great, but a challenge," said Murray State coach
Velvet Jones Milkman, charged
earlier this year with getting the
program off the first tee.
"There's no yardstick for comparisons. We can't say 'We did
this last year,' because there
was no last year."
Everything is ahead of the
"expansion" Lady Racers, but

Milkman is pleased with the
team's start - 12th out of 15
teams at the Tennessee Tech/
Vanderbilt Invitational.
"It was definitely a positive
start," said Milkman, an assistant to the dean in the Murray
State business department. "One
coach came up to me and said,
'For a first-year program,
you're on your way.'
"They (Lady Racers) were
apprehensive at the start
because they didn't know what
to expect," the Murray High
graduate explained. "These girls
had never played in a college
tournament before. We don't
have any seniors."
Murray's top player, and only
scholarship player, is Cadiz
native Jaime Towler. The
sophomore led the Lady Racers

Lady Tigers win tourney
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
FULTON - The Murray High
girls golf team won the Fulton
City Golf Invitational Tuesday at
the Fulton Country Club.
Joy Roach paced the Lady
Tigers with an 86, as Murray was
the only team to break 400 in the
tourney, shooting a 393. Roach's
86 was good for fourth overall,
while Stacy Foster shot a 96 for

GOLF
Girls
Fulton City invitadonal
Murray 393, Mayfield 411, Marshall
County 445, Fulton City 445, Caldwell
County 449, Greve* County 455, Lone
Oak 473, Hickman County 479, Calloway 499
MURRAY: Joy Roach 86, Stacey FosW 96, Tory Holton 101, Rachel Cella
110, Leigh Haverstock 116
CALLOWAY: Jodi Manning 102, Jenniter Clayton 131, Holy Brandon 132,
Nikki McMillen 134, Courtney McCoy
135

III See Page 7
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runs and two RBIs.
"A couple of RBI per game is
what people expect of me but
I've got to have the opportunities," Bonds said.
Bonds doubled to start the
sixth against Greg Swindell
(10-13). An intentional walk to
Kin Manwaring and third baseman Ken Caminiti's throwing
error loaded the bases before
Lewis cleared them.

AMERICAN LEAGUE

White Sox in top form
as race winds down
The Associated Press
With two weeks to go in the
AL West race, the Chicago White
Sox are in top form.
Behind a 15-hit attack Monday
night, the White Sox beat the
California Angels 10-2 to reduce
their magic number to nine.
The Texas Rangers remained
4'A games behind Chicago with a
2-1 victory over Seattle in 10
innings. But it will be tough for
them to catch Chicago in the last
two weeks, especially with the

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Monday's Games
Detroit 6, Milwaukee 3
Cleveland 6, Balbmore 4
Oakland 2, Kansas City 1
Texas 2, Seattle 1 (10)
Chicago 10, California 2
Only games scheduled

way the White Sox are hitting
and pitching.
Chicago has scored 41 runs in
winning five of its last six games.

Kicker steals show in duel
By CRAIG HORST
AP Sports Writer
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP)
- Fans looking for a classic
duel between two of the best
quarterbacks ever didn't get
what they expected.
Sure, Joe Montana and John
Elway played. But they didn't
produce much excitement Monday night in a game dominated
by the leg of Nick Lowery. The
Kansas City kicker made five
field goals as the Chiefs beat
the Denver Broncos 15-7.
Montana completed 21 of 36
passes for 273 yards, but did
not appear as sharp as he had in
the first game against Tampa
Bay.
Elway passed for 300 yards,
completing 28 of 45, but the
Broncos botched their chances
by committing 14 penalties. By

the time Elway finally got Denver in the end zone late in the
fourth quarter, Lowery had
already done his damage.
The Chiefs (2-1) sent the
Broncos to their first loss in
three games.
The lack of a Kansas City
touchdown didn't seem to
bother Montana, who made his
regular-season home debut
before a crowd of 78,453.
"Yeah, they did. some stuff
and I made some mistakes,"
said Montana, who played after
sitting out last week at Houston
because of a wrist injury.
"We would like to give our
defense a little more help. Like
I've said many times before,
defense is the mainstay of this
team and that's what it takes to
win championships. If we score
field goals and the defense
doesn't let them score, that's

what it's all about."
The Chiefs' best chance for a
touchdown came on the first
drive, but Montana's pass to an
open Tim Barnett at the goal
line was too high and out of his
reach.
The Broncos were held out of
the end zone until Elway drove
them 91 yards and threw a
2-yard touchdown pass to
Vance Johnson with 1:24 to
play.
"I thought overall our pass
protection was really good,"
Elway said. "The crowd noise
was really tough and I thought
that was a factor. We kept talking about our composure, getting our composure back, and
keeping our composure.
"The situation was tough.
We knew that coming in. We
IN See Page 7

sive tackle David Leavell, who
reinjured an old high school
injury when he was hit on the
knee by a helmet. He is out for
at least two weeks.
Offensive tackle Scan Coleman could miss Saturday's trip
to No. 4-ranked Middle Tennessee because of an injured
toe. If he does, that means two
of the Murray's starting five
on the offensive line would
miss Saturday's contest
against hITSU, whose widetackle-six defense is usually
the hardest hitting in the
league.
Other players are suffering
from various bumps and
bruises: David Cox (ankle),
Marcus Kimbrell (knee), Jimmy Stratton (calf), Reuel Shepard (ankle), Chad Gann
(knee), Joe Lepsis • (thumb),
Sheldon Smith (back spasms),
Tim Bland (ribs), Mike Cutter
(shin), Bill Christmas (shoulder), and Allen Johnson
(knee).
And, Murray State gets to
visit Middle Tennessee this
weekend.
One of the biggest challenges this week will be on the
offensive line, where injuries
to Coleman and starting center
Mike Gossett have left the
Racers a little bit
undermanned.
Remember, Racer coach
Houston Nutt recruited speed
in his first recruiting class. All
the lineman arc holdovers
from Mike Mahoney, and
some are lacking skills up
front.
Nutt says Gossett was playing at an all-conference- level
at center when he went down.
There is a chance that he will
be able to play Saturday.
Ezra Wise, a 6-2, 220-pound
redshirt freshman from Clearwater, Fla., started at center on
Saturday.
"He did a pretty decent
job," Racer offensive line
coach Mike Markuson said.
If Coleman can't go, Jason
Dclgato, who played much of
the game against SEMO and
big freshman Thomas Janes
(6-1, 3(X) pounds) will see a
lot more action at tackle.
The Racers really need both
of them to step up.
Markuson said junior guard
Marcus Kimbrell, who earned
second-team all-OVC honors
last season, played better
against SEMO.
Still, Markuson wants to sec
some consistency up front.
"Our biggest problem has
been playing for 60 minutes,"
Markuson said. "You want to
have five guys playing that
way for 60 minutes. That's an
offensive line coach's dream."
' An offensive"' line coach's
nightmare may be the front
line at Middle Tennessee.
"They're outstanding,"
MI See Page 7
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NATIONAL LEAGUE
Monday's Games
San Diego 11, Colorado 7
Philadelphia 7, Florida 1
Pittsburgh 6, New York 2
Los Angeles 5. Cincinnat 2
Chicago 6, St. Louis 5
San Francisco 7, Houston 2
Only games scheduled

Staff Writer

-Vinyl Siding

'Lifetime Guarantee*

7534703

with a third-place 156, just onestroke off the lead.
After Towlcr, Milkman
counts on four walkons, all of
whom have enjoyed suCcess as
prepsters at trigh schools around
the region.
Marshall County's Rechelle
Cadwell, a junior guard -on the
Lady Racer basketball team,
finished with a 174 while former Calloway County golfer
Angie Haywood shot a 188.
Murray's Connie Steely shot a
189 and Stacey Kern from Mt.
Sterling finished with a 201.
Southern Illinois won the
event, followed by Vanderbilt.
Tennessee Tech, the only Ohio
Valley Conference school playing women's golf until MSU

The Associated Press
The San Francisco Giants and
Barry Bonds have found their
offense again, just in time to
make Atlanta a little nervous with
a tough week ahead for the
Braves.
San Francisco moved TA
games behind Atlanta in the NL
West on Monday night as Darren
Leis delivered a three-run double in the sixth inning to help
beat Houston 7-2 at the
Astrodome.
Atlanta was idle and starts a
three-game series at Montreal
tonight before going on to play
Philadelphia. The Giants have
won four straight after losing
eight in a row.
Bonds finally had a big game
in September, with three hits, two
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BRIEFS

Racers take second
in MSU golf tourney

SouthCome

'
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Laker 400: (from left) Thomas Hombuckle, Wesley Cogdell, Salim
Sanchez, Brandon McCuistion.

&fen-

Laker relay named all-state
Calloway County High School's boys record-setting 400-meter
relay team of Brandon McCuistion, Thomas Hornbuckle. Wesley
Cogdell and Salim Sanchez were named to the Kentucky All-State
Track and Field Team after placing third in this spring's state track
meet.
Murray High's Bonnie Payne, Chris Cheancy and B.J. Jenkins
earned honorable mention.
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'The King' thrown into NFL hunt;
Presley estate supports Memphis

Coley's trip
lc Teninjured
ans two
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MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — The estate of the late singer Elvis
Presley has joined the ownership group trying to bring an NFL
expansion franchise to Memphis.
William B. Dunavant Jr., who leads the ownership group, and
Elvis Presley Enterprises Inc. chief executive officer Jack Soden
made the announcement Monday at Graccland, Presley's former
home-turned -tourist-attraction.
Dunavant said the estate, along with Elvis Presley Enterprises,
would have a "significant" financial stake in team ownership, but
he would not specify the amount.
_ _
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IN Pioneers...
FROM PAGE 6
and Eastern Kentucky added
teams this fall, shot a 666. Murray shot a 704.
"Our goal is to win the
OVC," Milkman said confidently. "We've got a ways to go,
but it's possible."
The three-team OVC Championship will be played next
April in Richmond. Until then,
the Lady Racers will spend a lot
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of time practicing at Frances E.
Miller Golf Course.
"I told the girls, if they can
play and walk Miller, they can
play anywhere," said Milkman,
a former golf professional at
Temple Hills Country Club in
Nashville, Tenn.
Murray State's next match
will be Oct. 31 -Nov. 2 in
Macon, Ga. when they play in
the Mercer Invitational.

•Kicker...
FROM PAGE 6
knew all week that we were
going to come into a hornet's
nest. It was tough and we didn't
answer the bell."
Denver was penalized for 75
yards. Guard Paul Zimmerman
was flagged three times for false
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"We had a lot of obstacles to
overcome," said guard Dave

Widen. "We made some physical
mistakes and we made way too
many mental mistakes. We came
in here hoping to overcome all
those things and we didn't get the
job done.
Lowery kicked field goals of
34, 41, 52 and 44 yards in the
first half and 20 yards in the
fourth quarter.

•Lady Tigers...
FROM PAGE 6
the Lady Tigers to finish
Murray's Tory Holton
101 to finish 10th.
The Lady Tigers fired
18 strokes in front of
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"We're showing steady
improvement in the two tournaments that we have played in this
fall," veteran Racer coach Buddy
Hewitt said. "With a lot of good
practice and hard work, our team
can be very competitive with
other OVC schools."
The young Racer team did that
this weekend, finishing ahead of
EKU, Morehead State, Southeast
Missouri, Tennessee-Martin and
Tennessee Tech. The Racers also
beat regional schools Arkansas
State. Southern Illinois, Western
Kentucky and Louisville.
• • • •
CROSS COUNTRY
In cross country action, both
men's and women's teams finished last in the four-team Track
Legends Classic in Bowling
Green. Eastern Kentucky took

7
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SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me

tor

305
Staff Report
Murray Ledger 41 Times
The Murray State Racer golf
team had a successful weekend,
finishing second in its own MSU/
McDonald's Intercollegiate,
while MSU's other teams competed in the region.
Trailing second-place Eastern
Kentucky by two strokes entering
Saturday's final round, the Racers -put forth a team effort to finish one stroke ahead of the Colonels and finish the 13-team
event alone in second.
Wright State ran away with the
tournament, playing solid golf
throughout the weekend, posting
a three-thy total of IWO. Individually, Wright State's Kevin Jones
shot 3 .final-day 3-under-par 68
to win medalist honors with 3
54-hole total of 214.
Murray State, which finished at
904, was led by Mayfield natives
Brian Henson (Graves Co.) and
0. Jay Lancaster (Mayfield).
Both finished the tournament
in a six-way tie for sixth place at
225.
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all your family insurance needs'

N. 12th

St., Murray

(next to Century 21)

first-place honors in both
divisions.
Stcvon Roberts was the Racers' top finisher, while Rebecca
Burnett paced the Lady Racers
for the second straight week.
• • • •
VOLLEYBALL
A five-game win against Syracuse University highlighted the
weekend for the Racer volleyball
team in the Mortar Board Purdue
Premier at West Lafayette. Ind.,
on Friday.
Junior Sara Dearworth led the
Racers with 23 kills and 21 digs
as MSU recorded its fourth win
of the season.
On Saturday, the Racers lost to
host Purdue in four games before
falling to Butler in three.
.
Again Dcarworth led the Racers, recording 36 kills and 13
digs in the two matches.
The Racers return home with a
4-7 record and make their home
season debut Tuesday against
Evansville at 7 p.m.
• • • •
TENNIS
The Murray State women's
tennis team swept three matches
from Evansville Friday and
Saturday to open its fall season
with a 3-0 record.
On Friday, MSU defeated
Indiana State 6-3 as Heather
Donovan, Chris Granacki, DeAnna Carroll and Amy Hall took
singles wins to clinch the
decision.
On Saturday, MSU defeated
host Evansville and Louisville by
identical 5-4 scores.
Against Evansville, Susan
Moulder, Rcnca Cates, Granacki
and Carroll garnered wins and the
duo of Donovan and Cates
teamed for decisive doubles wins.
- Against Louisville, Moulder, Carroll, Brandee Krug and Kelly
Branson won in singles, with
Hall and Krug teaming for a
straight-set victory in doubles to
give MSU the match win.

733-9627
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For Electrical Service

David Morris Electric

slabeiNIOn

Commercial
Residential
Industrial
Neu. Construction - Repairs
Maintenance - Quality Electrical Work Since 1971

dift

Call 759-4960

ACE@

•Racers...
FROM PAGE 6
Markuson said. "They're front
seven is comparable with Marshall. They've very similar —
They've got great athletes."
With the injuries to Coleman
and Gossett, with Middle Tennessee on the slate for this week,
Markuson has a lot on his mind
as 3 coach. He's also got a lot on

BEST
BUY

ardware
his mind oil the held as well —
as his wife Dottie is expecting
the couple's first child at any
moment. She's currently staying
with her mother in Clarksville,
Tenn.
Markuson wears a beeper on
the practice field, and is ready at
any moment to rush to the
hospital.

Home Improve-It Sale!

11

9
L.
1
1 GA
Semi-Gloss Latex Enamel

BETTER-BUILT GARAGE CO.

•Interior

MELBER, KY. • (502)674-5530 Owner, DWAIN WARREN
Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors, Not Pre Fab.
Carpenter Built. All Quality Materials
References and Location of Garages In Your Area,
Estimates,
FREE
and Written Warranty.
Deluxe Models With Vinyl Siding
$4.925
$3,725 2' 2 CAR (24x24)
I' 2 CAR (12x20)
$4,425 LARGE 2' 2 CAR (24x30) $5.525
2 CAR (18x20)
PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT
$4.825
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)

place Mayfield. Marshall County
shot a 445.
Calloway finished ninth in the
nine-team field with a 499. Jodi
Manning lcd the Lady Lakers
with a 102.

OUR
BEST!

•12 Year Durability
•One Coat Coveragt•
•Scruhbable
•Stain Resistant
•IA,w Spatter
•tion-Yellowl ng

16557

10' x 25' Poly Film
1 liii dll (impost. puly 11,11 liii,
11,11111 1( Ivar (17 1)1,1( k' 5527), 0'i

1.

71

iIAIBE

..e

Ptad

10 Minute Oil Change

Pr guard
earned
honors
I better

We don't
cut corners
to save
money, but
you can.

its to see
front.
lem has
ninutcs,"
want to
ing that
hat's an
dream."
coach's
he front
!me.
nding,"

Bring in this coupon and gat.3 off any
service we provide. That's right, r3
off any oil change, brake service,
transmission service...etc. Well
do it right, and welds)it right now!

1000 , Silicone Sealant

a.

Seal. joints and crack,' in door.'
or windowa. ('in be applied be
low freezing. 50 Year Warranty
White Only

10.1 oz

11315

• --

Duck* Tape
Strong, sticky, waterpnxil

#

\,1

all-purpose tape 2" x 60 yd tonini

HURRY! WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!
See your Helpful Hardware Man at:

4'4
'
2
"tsr.)' 3
Sal

•

Racer Volleyball vs. Evansville
"Wight 7 p.m.
Racer Arena * Free Admission!

Two Locations
in Murray'
\I
• 641 South
753-4462
• Five Points
7 -1
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Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district Please direct your
5e3s-tzs
ions
aad comments about area public schools to the Murray
93).
City Schools 1753-43631 or the Calloway County Public Schools

(7
a

411116,-.
Courtney Adams, a senior at Murray High School, has been
selected as student of the week. The daughter of Bill and
Genevieve Adams, Courtney is FHA president and Region I
vice president, a member of Tri Alpha, the yearbook staff
and a cheerleader. Pictured is James Hart with Century 21,
Adams, MHS principal 8111 Wells, and Bret Harcourt with
WSJP.

Families of Southwest Elementary students are taking part
in the "This is Your Life" program. Each student gets a special day to share about himself. This increases parental
involvement and children's self-esteem. Pictured are (front
row) Jess', Kathy, T.J. and Bob Hargrove. (Facing board)
Bryan Coles, Chaz Robinson, Morgan Williams and Kara
McColl.

Students are using a model of the human body to Identify
and discuss the circuiartory system in Margaret Gibson's
fourth grade class. Pictured are fourth graders Ben McCoy,
Jessica Elkins, Melody Boren and Aaron Stewart.

Brittany Miles, Logan Schwettmen, Derek Nance and Elizabeth 8°981-Albritton perform the play "The Three Bears"
In Holly Bloodworth's primary class at Robertson
Elementary.

•

Denisha Bridges, Kelly Scott and Lauren Nance, students in
Becky Robertson's class at Southwest Elementary, used
cooperative learning to build a house as part of their study
of the "h" sound and their thematic study of homes and
families.

Josh Miles, Brad Rowland, Adam Godar and Sam Dick, students In Patricia Lassiter's TNT 7 social studies class at Calloway Middle, are worknig on posters which are explaining
performance tasks concerning the prehistoric time period.

ritiji•
•••.

•

•
The 1993-94 Future Business Leaders of America officers at
Murray High School are: (front row from left) Damon
Cohoon, reporter; Sara Fitts, vice president; Alone Crider,
secretary; Allison Pritchett, president. (Back row from left)
Erica Rowlett, historian, Justin Miller, parlimentarlan and
Jennie Bell. treasurer.
Evan Hall (right) serves tea to Emily Cope in the afternoon
preschool--headstart program for three year olds at North
Elementary.

Brittany Cunningham, Mallory Cunningham (front row),
Michael Corso, Stephen-Michael-Slate David, Linda Dihn and
Joey Winningham (back row) are part of a multi-age primary
class at Robertson Elementary. They are displaying items
from their Toddy Bear Picnic.

Four year old preschool—headstart student Jake Tindell is
served both breakfast and lunch as part of their school day.
Tindell is learning to drink from the new milk pouches introduced in the county schools this year.

Titian Young, Becky Greene, Wesley James, Sabrina Emerson and Whitney Joseph, TNT 7 students in Lynn Melton's
language arts class at Calloway Middle, are following directions and decoding mazes to locate dinosaurs as part of a
unit on prehistoric times.

.
U

Melissa Baird, Matthey Pate, Jull Yoo, Lance Cherry, sophomores at Calloway High School, developed travel brochures
They
for their countries that contained 150 million people.
of
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Daniel Bennett and his tutor, Jason Lifter, students at Murray Middle school, work to complete his personal narrative.

Each morning Mary Janice Cooper and Debbie Pritchett students at East Calloway Elementary meet to work on on
counting activities

Dana Cooper, Linda Slone, Kristen Poet, Felicia Galloway
and Nami Gibson, students at Calloway High School and
members of the Future Homemakers of America, make plans
for the 1993-94 school year at a planning session.
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CLASSIFIED
Mit rtm.1%...
TO PLACE AN
AD CALL

Illt

7534916

Ward Elkins
753-1713

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in
advance

10u FT brakes for vinyl
work Rent by the day
436-2701

ADJUSTMENTS
Advettisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads foe any error. Murray Ledger & Times
will be responsible for
only one incorrect inAny error
sertion.
should be reported immediately so corrections can be made,

CALLOWAY County Con
Crete Structural watts
glad& drives wailus Col
ded & stamped concrete
Free estimates 474 8338

MURRAY
SHOE REPAIR
106 N. 4th St. Murray

759-1983
Hrs.: 9-5130 M-F

LET Video Production Spe
oalties transfer your home
movies to video tape NOW
and save 10% Call Donna
Darnell 759 9246 Otter ex
pores 93093

STRESSED OUT? Ther
aputic massage relieves
tension relaxes sore mus
des assists weight loss
and improves health CaJI
Dave Estes 753 3801
$3Stir house calls only
Licensed Massage
Therapist

O Identify
Gibson's
HEAVEN'S GATES &

n McCoy,
1.

1)

77

VACATION TIME AT
PIZZA MAGIC AURORA
Closed Sept 20 for a two
week vacation RE OPEN
OCTOBER 6 AT SPY AND
OPEN all yew Wed Oyu
4 74 8 1 I 9
Sun
1 800 649 3804

or•
HELLS FLAMES'
NAL 1St MILIENTAXA
—
MN AMA rcaorr•
Pomo ERRE CIPICITY CACIAOS
CA.51cr Frit
saw ow LIGHTING EJECTS

Dick, stuiss at CalixplalnIng
ie period.

SEPTEMBER 26, 27, 28, 1993
SUNDAY THRU TUESDAY
7:X PI NIGHTLY
First

Assembly of God
Hwy 94 East
Murray Kentucky
'Nursery Provided'
Friss Ticket Information Call

(502) 753-6695

1993 N1ED1C ARE
INFORMATION
Niedicsur supplement
insurance as now
standanzed us 10
piasu and we wrue
all 10
Ilse part A LicauLuble
you, or your
Insurance,
must pay has been
Increased to 5676 us
1993
For more informauon
call
N1cCONNELL
•CRANCE
INS
AGENCY
753.4199
or nationwide 1-800455-4199
"our 31u year of scrs ,e

You are Inuited to a

"Ceramic Tile-How-ToInstall Clinic"
For reservations call:

759-1390

Oct. 14 • 7 p.m.

Treas Lumber Datcenter
Bel-Air

Shopping

Center

Murray, KY

759- 1390

'Ina Emeri Melton's
ring dIrec, part of a

America's Second Can

lUglyDuckling
pralanamcm
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars. Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors

ry, sophobrochures
>plc They
bution of
;styles of

•t 6-001

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 04 Weil ICJOhney RODAMOr ROAA0
south to So HON Road. nght on So Haw Road 1'1 mil*
NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION
nil ii 11 1 HI Mill
753-0.166 PO Boa 1033 Murray

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including: Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at 753-4199
Galloway
ichool and
nake plans
'ion

McConnell Ins. Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

MRS. THERESA, Roads,
Advisor. A true born
Psycnic gifted Mom God
5 5 4 7904 dial- Tor
appointment
MUMS FOR SALE Beauti
NI colors From Murray
take 94W to Thurman
Road turn right 1st house
on right 435 4020
MUSIC DJ Dances par
ties weddings. all musical
styles 753-0343
SERIOUS writers and or
poets interested in being
published Considering
starting monthly publication
if enough people we inter
ested and willing to pay to
be published Survey being
taken Send responses to
Survey PO Box 592 Mu;
ray KY 42071

HsM
Wanted
AUTOMOTIVE trame
worker needed tor local col
iision repair business Must
have at least 3yrs expert
once in frame work repair
Call 759 9890 anytime if
no answer please leave
message
BRICKLAYERS needed
immediately Must have a
crew Large number of
scattered site housing
1 800 928 1234
BUSY doctor othoe seeks
nurse LPN preferred
Please send resume to RI 3
Box 362 Murray. Ky
42071
CABLE Ad Sales Account
Executive Parrs Cabievi
soon is looking for a mot
vatix1 professional sales
person to represent our
company in the Paris TN
market This position is re
sponsible for selling pro
ducing and scheduling
video commercials for local
businesses in addition to
the planning and execution
of marketing and promo
bonal activities tor the cable
system Sales experience
organizational skills and
computer experience are
required Public relations
and promotional expert
once will be considered
Video or audio production
experience is desired but
not absolutely necessary
This position requires the
use of a personal car and a
drug screen will be required
before employment
Please send or deliver a
resume to the Paris Cable
vision office at 508 E
Washington St, Paris TN
38242 by October 1 1993
No phone calls please
Paris Cablevision is an
Equal Opportunity
Employer
DO you need a GED7 Do
you need hope tor the fu
lure and help to get a solid
career"' We have 22 JOB
openings to, people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753 9378 Frye days a week
between 8 00am 3 00pm
We are an EOE This pro
ect is funded by the West
ern Kentucky Private In
dustry Council JTPA
EARN up to $1000 weekly
processing mail Start now
No experience Free sup
plies Free into No oblige
tan Send SASE to Hi Lo
Dept 28 PO Box 3648 San
Angelo TX 76902
EASY work! EXCELLENT
pay , Over 400 companies
need home workers?
distributors NOW 1 Call for
amazing recorded mes
sage 502 329 1217 ext
101 Get PAID FROM
HOME'
EASY WWI(' Excellent Pay'
Assemble products at
home call toll free
1 800-467 5566 eel 8047
EXPERIENCED meat cut
ter Apply in person at
Save A Lot Grocery Store
between
in Murray
Etarn 5prn No phone calls
please
GENERAL office work and
cleaning 10am 7pm Tees
thru Sat $4 2511r No ben
ehts Send resign* to PO
Box 1040 W Murray Ky
42071
SOMEONE to do body
work on a 1977 Mustang
Also one anaous fan tot
saki 753 3947

Rollins DCS in
Murray is now accepting applications for qualified
trailer
tractor
driers. Must babe
minimum 2 years
()TR berifiable experience, excellent
pay, major medical, dental & ee
glass and 5 year
bested retirement.
Home weekends.

THE Kathleen Turner
Beauty Shop and resi
derice on S 12th is avail
able for lease Great °poor
tinily for beautician to com
bele home and business in
prime location 753 3690

1-800-782-8759

Computers
C64 COMMODORE corn
outer complete with moni
tor (NSA drive tape cas
sette poy stick all manuals
436 2289

FRIGIDAIRE stacked
washer dryer with new motor 753 4753 753 8487
101

Homo
FurnisMnga
3PC 40ish style wood patio
turniture also Apc vitae
wicker
cushions Call
shoo Spin 759 2580
BACK In Business
George E Hodge 806 Col
()water Rd Used furniture &
Will sell or
appliances
buy Also furniture hand
refinished

1 SO

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the oxide or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm

$$$JOBSSs$
Employment Training KY
Farmworkw Programs Inc
Helps disadvantaged
Farmworkers seek employ
ment and training oppor
tunities Jobs available
construction workers
sheet metal workers as
sem dy operators cooks
drivers & more No fees
charged Equal Employ
ment Opportunity Program
Call 1 800 950 3276 KY
Farmworker Program Inc
Calloway Court House 31d
Floor Murray KY 42071
Phone (502) 753 0708 tor
more information about
qualifying Please ask for
Rita Shelton
LAWN maintenance full
time position available Call
& leave message between
9am 5pm only 753 5726
Maley Lawn & Landscape
Service
MATURE person to care for
infant in my home Mon
Tues Thurs & Friday
7am 5 30pm Must have
reliable transportation &
provide references Call
75.34379 after 5 30con
NO Experience' $500 to
$900 weektypooanoal pe
oessing ERA mortgage re
Own hours
funds
1 501 646 0044 ext 832
24 Hours
PEPSI Coe in Benton KY
is recruiting for full time
positions Pepsi offers
stable year round employ
ment excellent training
program good pay and
benefits including insur
ance paid retirement vac
ation and holiday pay
Pepsi promotes from within
and oMers pay raises based
on merit To be part of the
growing Pepsi team apply
in person Thurday 9/23 or
Friday 9/24 from 9arn to
3pm at Pepsi Cola Hwy
641 North Benton KY

CASH paid for good used
riftes shotguns and pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray
150
Articles
For Ssi•

NEW 16* 8 165' B4ern
truck Ores 560 & up Also
XP2000 W L Generals 1st
line at low low prices Lots
of used toes $IO $15 $20
Bash Warehouse Tire 400
Industrial Road 753 1111

SANBORN air compressor
60 gal vertical tank Shp
motor 50ft Sears air hose
drive air
Craftsman
wrench $500 Like new
489 2329
WEDDING dress & veil
size 8 wth accessories
753 5815

SAFETY Advisors $2150
per month Company will
train Call Monday thru Fri
9am 1pm only
day
615 399 8269
WANTED barmaids wait
resses & dancers $500
plus weekly Doll House
Tn
Paris
Cate
901 642 4297 7pm 2am
WANTED resident mare
gers Person(s) wanted to
live in very nice homes in
Western Kentucky area &
care for individuals with
special needs Experience
working with the mentally
retarded & developmentally disabled preferred
High school diploma or
GED required Room &
board benefits compel]
trve salary & training pro
vtded Please contact
1 800 952 1603 or Send
resume to PO Box 322.
Benton KY 42025
WILDLIFE/
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens security.
maintenance etc No exp
necessary Now hiring For
call
into
more
219 794 0010 ext 7159,
Sam 8pm 7 days

L SHAPED sectional sofa
1 yr old $400 753 9771 or
leave message

L iiL L000 Series tractor
$2350 753 7901

sale 7539745

John
PIANO tuning
Gottschalk 753 9600

K T I arid Associates otter
'rig a full line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753 3868 or 436 6099
270
Mobile
HMSO For Baia
14.60 CENTRAL ha par
telly furnished appliances
underpinning 12•24 build
ing & service pok• included
'53 9431 753 1541
1974 12.60 VILl A trader,
$2500 753 1684 after
4pm
1983 CLAYTON 141165
furnished or unfurnished
Must sell Call Greg
759 4522 or 345 2345

A FROST tree side by side
& regular size refrigerator
washer & dryer elix tric
stove 354 8526

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and ex,ro
penenced references Call
Linda 759 9553
WILL clean your home Re
liable thorough very rea
sonable rates Call Lynda
753 2862
WILL do house cleaning
Call Betty 474 2131 nights

lk
WOOD WORKS

"6i

116

Ask us about a sign!
(502) 382-2306
Located on Hwy. 94 West

The Calloway County Health Center
has two challenging positions open in
the clinical setting. Both offer the registered nurse an opportunity to work in
the areas of promotion of health and
prevention, of disease. One position is
full-time while the other is part time. If

ALTERATIONS and re
pairs Rental gowns & tuxedos Ruth s See and Sew.
Country Square 1606 N
121 Murray 753 6981

you would like to learn more, contact
Sharon Godec, R.N., Nursing Director,
Purchase District Health Department
at (502) 247-1490. Resumes do not

SEWING lobs wanted in
cluding formal wear
753 1061

substitute for completed applications
Transcripts are required. Applications
may be picked up at the Calloway
County.liealth ('enter, 7th and Olive,or

CLASSIFIED

Mobile
Homes For Rom

Pro***

SPACIOUS 2br 2 beet du
plea appliances hghtshed
central air & gas heat
$475/mo 1 month deposit
1 year lease No pets
753 2905
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments I 2 & 3 bed
rooms handicap acoessi
be Equal Housing Oppor
tunay Apply Halo:tale Apts
or call
Ky
Hardin
502 437 4113
UNFURNISHED 1 or 2br
veretrigerator sewage &
garbage pickup furnished
No pets 753 6609
VERY nice 21:ir 1 bath du
plex with carport ap
Outflow konished central
9trA heat & air $425.mo 1
month deposit lyr lease
No pets 753 2905

2 & 3BR Grogan & Mobile
Home Village Appliances
& water furnished Cote
man RE 753 9898
2BR trailer, 1 mite East ol
Murray $225,mo with
lease & deposit 759 2570
or 753 3860

NEAR k4SU kitchen living
room privileges utilities
furnished Coleman RE
753 9898

2BR unfurnished central
ha $200/mo plus deposit
No pets 474 2100
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dis
twice to college 753 5209

Mobile
Noma lam For Rem
MOBILE home lots in new
park 5 miles south of Mur
ray Water furnished some
restrictions Available now
492 8488

Hosting
And Cooling
NEW condition 7, ton
Trane heat & air unit Will
accept bids 753 1300 at
ter 7pm 489 2116

2BR brick in town carport
I
bath central h a ap
pliances yard mainte
nanoe included No pets
Deposit references After
5pm 753 6397
2 OR Ur house in Hazel
Electric space heat
$250arno 753 0344
3BR 2 bath brick new
central gas heat available
now
Coleman RE
753 9898
3 OR 4br home newly to
modeled nice appliances
gas heat $450/mo deposit
& references required
753 8767 or 753 2339

FEMALE seeking room
mateis) to share neat &
very nice 3br house Must
Coleman
2200S0
tt
800
see to appreciate $135 mo
RE 753 9898
. deposit
utilities
RETAIL or Office Space in 762 3894 leave message if
no answer
S Side Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612
NEWLY redecorated in
Southwest School District
310
3br 14 bath gas heat
Want
central a/c. $500'mo
To Bent
753 7920
4 CAR garage with office &
paved lot 753 4509

2BR house Must have
good heat source Have
infant and pets Please call
762 3185 and leave
message
SINGLE female want to
rent 22 30ft camper Oct
Dec for stationary use dur
ing home construction
753 7049

360

FALL apples Damson
plums Call to place your
order
753 4725 or
753 9468

Real
Estates
ACRtAGE for sake also
will lease or rent 753 1300
alter 7pm 489 2116
GENTLEMAN S farm with
horse barn located lust
southwest of Vie city limits
This totally redecorated
3 4br home & great 4 stall
horse barn surrounded by
white plank fencing on 2
acres will delight your tarn
ily Additional acreage
available MLS 15174
Contact Kopperud Realty
753 1222
HUNTERS paradise 100
acres lust over in Tonnes
see Lots of deer & turkey
759 1701
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges if
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our wore
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
KY Lake near Irvan Cobb
Resort Lakefront wooded
Spacious 2br eat in
kitchen deck and screened
porch 545 000 firm Owner
financing possible Shown
by appointment only
925 9/26 502 241 0682
RELOCATING Minimum
fifty acres outbuildings
large home or approved
building site Lake river
frontage desirable Sub
stantel down payment PO
Box 1040 Zx Murray KY
42071
RE MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin Paul Dailey
Center
Bel Air
502 753 SOLD
1 800 369 5780
ROBERTS Realty Gallo
way County s oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For all your real
estate needs call them to
day at 753 1651 1 Syca
more and 12th St
TRAILER & small cabin on
lake tor sale and". of acre
of land 753 1038 atter
4prn

LMa
Property
2 ADJACENT lots Ander
son Shores Reasonable
price Call 753 67t9

For Rent
Or Lama
CREEKVIEW Sell storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40/mo 759 4081

Lots
For Sala
2 LOTS in Crappie Hollow
Shores $1250 obo Call Bill
Smith (504) 365 0279 in
New Orleans

pars
Apartments
For Rant

NICE brick duplex 2br
central h/a appliances
furnished Coleman RE
753 9898
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hoes
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended between 8am 12noon No
phone calls pease Equal
Housing Opportunity
ONE bedroom and room for
rent furnished very nice
753 1252 days 753 0606
after 5pm

Moose
For Sale
AKC registered Dalmation
puppy 5rnos old shots &
wormed housebroken
$200 firm Serious inquires
only Call 759 1291
HAVE an obedient sate
dog tor show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON
10% off

3 IBR 2 bath ranch in
quiet neighborhood new
city schools great room
with fireplace large family
style kitchen newly decor
ated all appliances in
cluded neatly landscaped
freshly painted exterior 2
car garage $87900 Call
for appointment 759 1850
or drive by 1615 Magnolia
Dr
3800 SO ft ol quality house
located at 1556 Canterbury
Dr Builders personal
home Would consider
trade Call 753 3672 after
5pm

All Dog

Grooming
All breeds all sizes
Ask about specials

759-1768

ADVERTISING TRAINEE POSITION
Looking for an oggresSlve IndtvIdual
wilt)an advertising and sales background

Candidate must possess strong communication skills with experience In advertising
design layout and production CC410Q0
degree In Journalism and/or Advertising
Marketing preferred
Salary plus commission, excellent company benefits EOE Send resume to Box
1040A, Murray, KY 42071

CLINICAL NURSING POSITION

Position
Wanted

090

CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435 4027

1991 EXTRA nice 16x72
2br 2 bath central h a on
1 OR 2br apts new down
1 3 acres on north side of, town Murray 753 4109
753 1014
town
2BR duplex with carport
Lease No pets Refer
$425•mo
ences
Registered Nurse - RN pocition avail753 7457
able in new state-of-the-art birthing
2BR duplex like new ap
center. Labor and Delivery experience
pliances furnished
sammo Security deposit
required. Immediate availability, fullrequired 753 6654 days
time, 12-hour swing shift Salary com435 4480 nights
mensurate with experience, competiEMBASSY 2br central
tive benefits. Submit resume: Human
gas appliances furnished
Also studio apt 1602 Olive
Resources Department, Pinelake MediColeman RE 753 9898
Mayfield,
1099,
Box
P.O.
cal Center,
MUR CAL Apartments now
KY. 42066 EEO/WE/11N
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

070
Domestic
Childcare

1992 BELMONT 16x80
3br very nice island
lutchen best insulation &
carpet $19 500 354 8411

290

HUNTERS We now have
NEW metal siding & root
stands 1API Aluma
ing Cover 36' cut to length deer
and Hot Spot Kelth's
in 10 colors galvanized locli
Lawn & Tractor, Murray.
and galvalurne Secondary.
available 489 2722 or
489 2724
NEW twin bed bunk beds
black & white tie 35mm
camera set of American
Racing wheels that fits a
Chevrolet computer desk
several other items
753 8419 759 4473 after
SPr1"1

1990 BELMONT 14.70
Electric central his, 2br 2
bath ifed hookup refrigwa
tor stove dishwasher gar
bag@ disposal 2 poodles
walkway underpinning all
treated lumber hberglass
insulation ceiling R 21 ex
Woof & ttoor R 11 $15000
759 9681

280

• FORD Jubilee tractor
plow cultivator bush hog
2 AIR conditioners 18 000 52250 1951 Chevy 2 ton
btu & 110 unit 753 0751
truck *grain bed good
condition
$750
7FT lofted barn phone
901 247 3784
hook up electrical outlet
Call
37 months old
753 4535 can leave
message
FIrraisod
BOGARD trucking andlp
A
for sale
FIREWOOD
cavating inc We haul top
soil gravel NI dirt white 437 4667
rock rip rap 759 1828
SEASONED firewood for
'KING
wood burning
stove metal cabinet mos
sures 40' wide by 25'deep
by 28' high 1 to 5yrs old
$250 753 3773

AperIaterits
For Rant

Mobilo
Meese For lab

flueriwas
Opportunity

Nadas

Notice

Eff

100

020

020

the staffs
Calloway
& Times.
d by the
irect your
e Murray
c Schools

FITIV local health center

E E 0.0

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card
MasterCard

Call Us Today!

753-1916
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Stedisto
Oland

Serelses
WNW

3 BR, 2 bath, by
ownez EY Subd.,
large wooded lot, 2
car garage, lots of extras, large family
room
*A/place.
large storage bldg
S90's. Call Bob or Lou
Davis 753-0822.

". •

1978 T-BIRD. 80.XXX
is. eacellent condition.
$1500 753 4470

1985 RANGER 373 V 200
Mercury. fully equipped
emellent shape 753 0509

1961 BROWN Honda
Cam, Sip Cal 489-2984
5pm

1909 HARRIS 24ft hots
boat, 100hp Johnson new
4 wheel trader low hours
lik• new $11,500
436-2561
BOAT & camper storage
753-4509

ow

1986 CHEVY Cavaker station wagon good toes
many new parts blue in
color, excellent gas ml
leap.69.XXX actual miles
Would make a good family
ow for the price' $3100
quiet
on
39R, 2 bath brick
obo V. Ton lest pickup
street oN College Farm Rd, Puck. hauling bed great for
nicely landscaped, new hauhrtg wood etc $175
carpet, vs/2403 detached 7630663 or 753 0626
garage Many extras such
as wee* door opener. 1986 TAURUS. red. V6.
After 5 p m
garbage disposal,(adage $1600
compactor. dishwasher, 489-2266
oak cabinets Immediate 1990 RED Grand Am LE.
P Oss•ssion
arc anvfm cassette, tilt
502-251-2709. 251-2713
cruse all power ground
38R brick ranch style. effects auto sharp $6750
notify redecorated, lots of 753-8098
extras East Stately* Rd
CAR Stereo Installation
$66,030 492-8648
753-0113. Sunset Boule3BR. ranch style home with vard Music Murray's Alnew central gas heat 8 pine Car Audio Specialist
central electric air, exra Dixieland Center 1 block
large rooms detached horn MSU dorms
workshop building & metal
storage building, fenced
backyard surrounds large
tree shaded wooden deck
$69.900 MLS 05181 Con- 1986 (LATE) GMC Satan
tact Kopperud Realty bought new
neve
753-1222
wrecked. excellent condi
38A wood sided house. Don Phone 753 1628
unSneshed basement on 5 1988 CHEVY Astro Consaes,5 miles north of Mur- version van loaded excel
ray $35,000 753-2171
lent condition 435 4318
413R, garage 8 half, 3 story
with basement, on 2 lots,
lakakont, Pine Bluff area
$95.000 Call 436-2573 after 6pm

1988 FORD Ranger 4 cyl
BRICK ranch, 41x. 2 bath. auto. arr. power steering 8
12x26 screened deck off brakes, bedhner, 41.X XX
large lachen, new roof. miles, sharp, $4500 firm
equipment/tool shed Ap- 753.7852 alter 4pm
prox 3 5 acres fenced lor 1992 GMC Sonoma
horses or cattle Off Bethel loaded, V6. as Call before
Church Rd. 5 miles north- 2prn 753-2783
east of Murray 759-4947
&6pm

K B ASSOCIATES Gen
leaf construction remodel
wig. wages.decks pesos
interior Inen 753 0834

KITCHEN CABINET RE
COVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain for
mica all colors Free esti
mates Wuill s Recovery
Murray 436 5560
LAWN mowing service Insured Coleman Beneher
phone 759 4564
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753 7203

1 A A 1 Hauling tree ern
ming tree removal dean
wig out sheds attics & odd MOODY S mower repair
ions Free estimates Pick up and delivery.
436-2102 Luke Lamb
753-5668

753-5754

Moving, Rearranging
your present home/
We can move your

furniture & appliances along w''
household
Other
products
Residential &
Commercial
Service

estimate It no answer,
leave message

CLASSIFIED

763-5934
BOBS Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaranteed 753-1134 or
436-5832
BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking

&
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
/.........ic

S

71-1111

•

409 SUNBURY • HURRAY (Ileum, Bunny
7515040

Bream

4a1..

*
11.44

TAYLOR BUILDS ON YOUR LOT

753-4591
CARPET and vinyl installation and repairs Glen Bob
bet 759-1247
CARPET Installation Carpet 8 vinyl, cotrimercial
residential We install Berber tool Call 753-2504 ask
for kfrke Goforti

'

P

NO

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protection. high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759 4664
1550 SQ. FT. BRICK HOME FOR ONLY 551,900.00.
New 3 bedroom ranch, energy efficient, bnck home with
2 full Oulu. fireplace, central heat & air, vaulted ceding,

C & 0 HOME Repairs Call
753-9669

CHIN Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
CYLOR BUILDING
435 4191
CORPORATION
COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers offices
Over 6,000 Satisfied Customers Since 1958
Wulff s Recovery Murray
MODEL AVAILABLE
436 5560
(602)882-1800
(502)664-3287
Basement and Garage Optional
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
arid Cooling Service Corn
plate installation and service Call Gary at
759 4754
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic sys
Interested in having a new monthly terns 354 8161 after 4pm
publication in Murray dealing in short DRYWALL finishing re
pars additions and blow
stories and/or poetry?
.rig ceilings 753 4761
YES
NO
FINISH sheetrocki small
i obs patch work
489 2376
GENERAL Repair plumbInterested in submitting your own ing roofing tree work
dishwasher, range, skylight, and many more amenities
Custom built on crawl space

*4*** SURVEY*****

it

roof coating
White root coating

SUREWAY Tree & Slump
RSTOVIII Insured with full
Iris of equipment Free estimates Day ot night.

Eremock vinyl
underpinning
K Rok underpinning
Doors, Windows,

753-5.1114
THE Omer Co Seamless
aiuminum guises, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate etisiabie.
758-4400.
TYPING Editing. Resumes,ismmanuscripts, etc $1 50/page
750-9660
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Canter, cleaning-

Metal Siding. Floor
Repair
Miller Alf Conditioning
Mobile Home
Spaces For Rent

Phone 502-492-8488

SIOVICIng $15, most repairs
$35 Free mammas Route
1, Akno Open 9-12, 1-5.
Mon -Fn , 753-0630

L

** PUBLIC

WINDOW & door repair
Repair. re-screen.
s
r
aluminum or woodrei

.experience
prompt

753-2330

INKVICR

A UCTION

Friday, Sept. 24 — 10 a.m.
At Mr. Edgar J. Pride's at 1112 Fairlane Dr., Murray.
From South 12th St. turn East on Glendale. First
street to left on Fairlane. Watch for auction sign.

Nice clean furniture & appliances, 1987 Mercury bought
new by Mr. Pride. Lots of hand lz yard tools. Watch
Thursday's paper for detailed listings.
Dan

- Au( tiottccu

435-4144

** ESTATE AUCTION **
Friday, Sept. 24 — 3 p.m.
At Mrs. Maudie M. Kennerly's at 1110 Elm St. just
off South 12th St. in Murray, KY.

Household items, nice clean furniture lz appliances,lots
of sewing items, new materiaL,Watch Thursday's paper
for more detailed listing.

Auctioneer
435-4144

NO

SEND REPLIES TO:

HOROSCOPES
WEDNESDA1 • SEPTEMBER 22. 1993
Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
(For sour perminalued
date of birth. call 1-900-9sti-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE non will prose costly. Speak directNI-',NT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: ly. to those in charge.
VIRGO 'Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You
Take heart trom the tact ihat.talent
alwavs rises to the I. He more dar- find a real need for sour services
ing about introducing nev4 ideas. todav. Take advantage of a seller's
Keeping a close es e on spending market and build a nest egg for the
during the %sinter hohdass will pre- future. A few days-of vacation will
sent a financial hangoser earls in re% naliie you.
LIBRA iSept. 23-Oct. 221:
19'4. the apple of sour QC. !I I not
put up ‘k ith ...onstant nitpicking. •Frs Romance prospers when you show
to Ix. less critical. A career in mar- consideration. Remember that what
keting i. ould hold special appeal you are really working for is to
nest spring. Hard work makes a ensure sour family 's- freedom from
N% ant. timely financial planning
long -cherisheddream come true.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON enables ou to prepare for what lies
THIS DATE: actor Scott Hato. ahead.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
singers Debbie Boone and Shari
Belafonte. baseball manager Although gambling will nOt solve
any financial problems. gtxxl luck
Forum 1.asorda.
ARIES (March 21- \pill 141: should earn you a few dollars today.
Diligence and hard work make sou if sou are prudent. Be willing to
a winner today . You regain sour take advice from someone who has
previous pow Cr. Concentrate on been there.
rebuilding sour financial position.
SAGITTARIUS (Nos.. 22-Dec.
211: A safety lesson could come in
Family relationships are a source
.'itJos
handy today. Your chances for
TAURI S t.5tpril 20-May 2M: A financial success improve when you
full social calendar keeps you on the spruce up your appearance. Rememgo this week. You will get out of life ber that a choice always exists.
whatever you put into it. A sense of
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
humor helps sou vs in friends and 1)1: You are even more persuasive
than usual today. The way you haninfluence enemies.
GEMINI r1.1as 21 -June 201: Lay dle a public relations matter will tell
sour cards on the table so that the people exactly ikihere you are headwhole Limits can assist sou in ed.
defining sour goals. A sense of
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
humility helps love grow stronger. You can become a real mover and
Answer mad and return phone alb.. %haket now. Act more confident and
CANCER June 21 -Jul% 221: A stop reling so heat iiy . on others.
confidential consultation could put You have all the resources you need
you in the dris cr..seat at a meeting to finish an assignment.
ith a customer. Relas at lunch and
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
sou \kill he more produce\ e the rest Prmce Charming is unlikely to come
along today. hut you may meet
Of the Jai
11,E0 iJuls 3- Aug 221...1 desire someone who can give your social
to slim down or sase money could and business life a lift. Travel and
lead to rew arding domestit hanges. romance go hand-in-hand.
Hills cannot he ignored.'Procrastina-

TODA1 'ti CHILDREN: These practical, methodical Virgos love to
make plans way in ads anLe. Their consideration and loyalty make them
popular with people of all ages. Quiet and modest, they seldom lose their
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding paint temper without lust cause. Although they - enjoy !lasing others make a hiss
irig Free estimates 18 user them, they distrust flatters' and are quick to spot any. uhenor motives.
yews eliperienoe Local re Ideally suited for tbe business world. these Virgo. would also make wonderferences 436 2701
ful teachers thcs ono% sharing their expertise and insights.

P.O. BOX 592
MURRAY, KY. 42071

HANDYMAN wdl do Plumb
,n.# electrical carpentry
and general r•pair
7530686

0

.
- ••
BOSSES ALL AROUND....Mary Elinor Outland receives best wishes
from four of her bogses at Murray State University at her retirement
reception last week on the campus. During her 26 years with the
university she worked for (from left) Dr. Howard Giles, Dr. Jim
Thompson, Dr. Bob McGaughey and Dr. Jim Booth. Her other three
bosses were Dr. Richard Butwell, Dr. Ben Humphreys and Dr. Clara
Eagle. Her last position was as secretary in the office of the provost and
vice president for academic and student affairs.

Exhibit draws 34,000
at National Jamboree
Between Aug. 4-10, approximately 34,000 people had the opportunity to see close-up, the significant contributions that Boy Scouts
made during the years of World War
II, thanks to an exhibit designed for
the 13th National Jamboree by the
staff of the National Scouting Museum located on the Murray State
University campus.
The exhibit, titled "A Good Turn
for Uncle Sam: Boy Scouts on the
Homefront, 1941-1945," commemorates the 50th anniversary of the
Boy Scouts of America homefront
service during the war. It describes
the wide range of service projects
undertaken by Boy Scouts on behalf
of the U.S. government. A roster of
more than 1,570,000 Scouts contributed to the Allied victory by
performing good turns of every
description from collecting tons of
scrap to distributing millions of
posters and pamphlets.
The overall theme of the 1993
jamboree was "A Bridge to the
Future." According to Mark Hunt,
director of the Scouting Musum,an
important pan of the museum's
mission is to tell today's Scouts
about the movement's past. "The
example set by Scouts and Scouters
during World War II serves as an
excellent bridge to Scouting's future. The exhibit was also timely,as
the country is in the midst of a fiveyear-long commemoration of the

second world war," Hunt said.
The exhibit contains six major
sections: "Financing the War Effort," "Get in the Scrap," "Geuing
the Word Out," "Vegetables for
Prepared...For
Victory," "Be
Emergency Service" and "Scouts of
the World Building Together."
The exhibit includes original documents, large photographs, wartime footage reproductions of a trek
can, an emergency kit and baskets
of aluminum and scrap metal to tell
its story.
Susan Crawford, Museum jamboree crew chief, said "A Good
Turn for Uncle Sam" was received
enthusiastically by thousands of
visitors and participants. She said
younger viewers were awed by
Scouting contributions in the war.
Crawford said the museum staff
hopes to erect the exhibit in the main
exhibit hall of the Scouting Museum, then send it on the road to
other locations around the country.
The museum is open Tuesday
through Saturday. March 1 through
Nov. 30 from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
and Sunday from 12:30 to 4:30 p.m.
It is closed Mondays and on
Thanksgiving Day and Easter Sunday. The museum houses the
second largest collection of Norman
Rockwell paintings in the world.
Original illustrations by Rockwell
document the evolution of the Scouting movement.

Dan Miller -

436 2642

creative works?
YES

roof
Silver

Run a Classified. —

0
bell
Mei
by

SHEETROCK finishing.
textured ceilings. Larry
Chnemen 402-8742.

with metal

Need Extra—
Cash?

Call 753-0775 for free

Boat Storage
at Lee Marine

•

available

der

474-2307

Parts & Service
Porches and decks

436-5255

Experienced 6 refer
ences available

Al AL S hauling yard
work tree removal mow
ing Free estimates
759-1683
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753.0906 after
5prn , 759 9816 753 0495
CONTEMPORARY deALPHA Builders Carpen
signed home built in 1901
try remodeling porches
Located on 54 wooded 24FT Nomad Camper fully
roofing concrete drive
acres in private setting. salt contained air awning.
ways, painting mainte
Many outstanding features new refrigerator asking
nanoe etc Free estimates
bath
2A
ri tits quaky 3br,
$4300 Can be seen at 489 2303
home MLS 93605 Contact Piney Campground D 36
Realty 502-437-4902
Kopperud
ANTIQUE refinishing fur
niture repair & custom
753-1222
woodworking 753 8056
GREAT LOCATION 3br
Boats
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
24 bath home on appox 1
& actors
acre, 2 miles from town
Factory trained by 3 maior
Welcoming decor Shown
manufacturers Alt work
by appointment 753-9475
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753 2455
MUST see this home 3br, 2
bath bndi on very nice lot, 2
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Mies from Murray ImmediAvailable beginning
Kenmore Westinghouse,
ate possession $85.000
Oct. 1st private boat
Whirlpool 30. years exCM today 759-1854
storage stalls 11
BOBBY
perience
HOPPER 436 5848
wide • 30 ft. deep,
10)00 ft. overhead
BACKHOE SERVICE
door.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
repair replace
Taking
installation
DISCOUNT parts, dependrnent 759 1515
reservations now.
able service for all brands
BACK HOE Ser.ice ROY
MOTORCYCLE PARTS 8
S50,mo-12 mo contract
HILL Septic system drive
SERVICE, north of Murray
5551mo -6 mo contract
ways hauling foundations
on Coles Campground Rd
rate
560'monthly
etc 759 4664
Open weekdays 4pm-6pm.
Sat 10an-3pm
753-4408
BILLS Window Cleaning
Service Residentiao
Call
Commerical

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

* Four Star *
Mobile Home

Hwy. 641
Al IA all around mowing & MR Chimney chimney
* N. Hazel *
tree trimming & light haul cleaner 492-8723
ing Call 436 2528 ask for PAINTING. exterior, interPLUMBING repairman with
Mark
ior Call Charlie Rains same day service Call

133

1

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Rooting. Wing.
painting, pun-king. concrete. Free aslimales Cal
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Council sponsors essay contest
Entries for both contests are
The National Council of State
on 100 point scale as foljudged
sponsors
annually
Garden Clubs
Speech and Essay Contests open to lows: knowledge of subject (25
all 9th through 12th graders. The points), subject matter organization
Cleaner (15), practicality of proposal (10),
1994 Speech topic is
World, if it's to Be, it's up to Me"; conformance to length requirement
entry to be 6 to 9 minutes long. (5), manuscript legibility and neatEssay topic is "We Love to Garden ness (5), entrant's personal data (5;
and it Shows!",500 to 600 words. A for wallet size photo,name,address,
student may enter both contests. phone, grade and school, list of
Garden
Entries must be submiUed to the activities, sponsoring
nearest local Garden Club by Oct. Club); for speech only: clarity and
15, 1993. Local prizes vary. State presentation (20), voice infliction/
Speech and Essay 1st prizes are enunciation (10), emphasis (5); for
each S25; 2nd,$5. U.S. regional 1st essay only: originality (5), vocabulprizes are each S25. National 1st ary (20), clarity of presentation
place winners get $1000 college (10).
scholarships and their entries pubIn this area, local Garden Club
lished in The National Gardener
are: Cadiz Garden Club,
contacts
is
Speech
winner
magazine,and the
Mrs. Jack Belford, 128 Canton
invited to deliver the speech at
National Garden Clubs Convention, Heights II, Cadiz, Ky. 42211,
Stamford, Conn., May, 1994, plane Laurel Oak Garden Club, Mrs.
fare provided for winner and Joseph Wilson, Rt. 1, P.O. Box 47,
Fancy Farm, Ky. 42039.
chaptone.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Steppingstone to Success
South dealer.
North-South vulnerable
NORTH
+ .1 5

V 82
•964 3
•A J 754
EAST
* K 10 7 4
11 5 3
• Q 105
•K 98 2
SOUTH
•A.Q 82
•A K Q 764
• A 87
•—
The bidding:
South West
North East
1•
Pass
1 NT
Pass
4•
Pass
Opening lead — jack of hearts.

WEST
+963
11,J 109
•K .1 2
•Q 106 3

Some of the most simple plays
are,despite their simplicity, difficult
to perceive Take this case where
South was in four hearts and got a
trump lead. After winning with the
queen, he led slow spade to the jack.
hoping to find Went with the king

South to nine tricks. Dummy's ace of
clubs withered on the vine,and South
eventually lost two diamonds and
another spade to go down one.
For practical purposes,all South
had to do to guarantee the contract
was to play the queen of spades at
trick two instead of the deuce. Barring exceptional distribution, this
play was likely to produce at least
ten tricks.
In the actual layout, what could
Bast do if he took the queen ofspades
with the king? His best return, a
trump, would leave South with ten
tricks consisting of two spades, six
hearts, a diamond and a club.
If East refused to take the queen
with the king.South would next play
the ace of spades, ruff a spade, discard a loser on the ace of clubs and
finish with 11 tricks.
The outcome would be essentially
the same if West held the king of
spades. He would run into the same
dead end as East.
It is not easy to think of playing

and in that way finish with ten or II

the queen of spades at trick two. It is
not customary to lead the queen with
a holding such an A-Q-8-2 facing J-5,
hut that Is hardly a good reason for

tricks
But East won the pick with the
king and returned a trump, Wan

failing to make the play. Custom is
sometimes more honored in the
Wasik than in the observance.
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Murray Lions Club members
were recipients of Lions International Chevron Award for continuous membership. They are
M.C. McCuiston for 30 years,
Robert Hendon for 20 years.
James Thurmond, George Ligon
and Dr. Jim Hart for 15 years,
and Lester Nanny, Rex Thompson and G.T. Lilly for 10 years.
Quint T. Guier, 90, presented
Mark McCallon, youngest member of Kirksey United Methodist
Men's Club a copy of one of the
first editions of National Georgraphic magazine, along jwith a
microscope of early vintager
which Guier used when he was a
teacher in Calloway County
Schools.
Mr. and Mrs. Louie Dunn will
be married for 50 yeras on Sept.
23.

Ten years ago
Billy Phillips, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Phillips, and Robin
Adams. son of Dr. and Mrs. John
Adams, were awarded their
coveted Eagle Badges at a Court
of Honor on Sept. 19 at First
United Methodist Church, Murray. Phillips is junior scoutmaster
of Boy Scout Troop 45 and
Adams is senior patrol leader of
Boy Scout Troop 13.
Dr. Hugh A. Noffsinger of
Murray State University has been
invited by U.S. Secretary of Education to participate in a forum to
explore implementation_ of
recommendations made in a
recently published study of
National Commission on Excellence in Education. He will be at
Kingsport, Tenn., on Sept. 30 to
discuss the report on "A Nation
at Risk."
Twentt

Thirty years ago

Murray City Counil has

pearsago

DEAR MR. SCHAFFER: I
appreciate information that will
be helpful to my readers. People
who travel are familiar with the
notice you describe; however,
it's printed in type so small, one
needs a magnifying glass to
read it.

DEAR ABBY: Please let your
readers know that they are not necessarily protected if they leave their
valuables in a hotel safety deposit
box. Most states have acts that protect innkeepers, not guests. The Illinois Innkeeper Protection Act,
which is typical of the acts in most
states, limits the liability to $500
even if the hotel is at fault.
For protection over $500. a guest
must get the hotel to consent in
writing to assume greater liability.
The law can be found on those
little cards that establishments
have posted on the door Onside) of
the hotel room.
DAVID N. SCHAFFER,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW, CHICAGO

DEAR ABBY: I never thought
that at 50-plus years old I would
feel the fear, shame and stupidity I
felt sitting in my gynecologist's
office being tested for sexually
transmitted diseases.
The lecture that my kind, caring
physician gave me was severe —

By GARY LARSON

grown sons who are smarter than
me on this subject? Can you believe!
a person with a bachelor of science
degree and a master's in education
could have been this stupid?
My basic tests were clear, thank
God, and I pray that the HIV test
will be, too. A dear friend of mine
died of AIDS, so I know firsthand
how painful and tragic this disease
is because I held his hand until the
bitter end.
His elderly mother had the
courage to sign his papers 541 that
he could end treatment — and die.
It was very hard for her. I pray that
no one will have to sign them for
me.
Abby, please print this letter as a
warning to -women everywhere, If
you're getting in or out of a relationship, make sure that you are clean.
Buy your own protection, and
demand its use. I carry my test
results with me as well as condoms
Don't leave home without them
This is the age where the doctor
knows best
WISER...AND PRAYING
I'LL GROW OLDER
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HARDER. IT 15 it TAKE
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THAT R151(
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TOUW t6RORART,
IS PARAVIZING

DEAR ABBY: After yet another
letter concerning names ethis one
about Wiwat Yinghiattaveesuk Parsons), I wanted you to know that
my husband enjoys meeting people
with long, complicated names, especially when they acknowledge! that
their name is hard to pronounce or
remember.
It gives him a chance to say,
"Well, your name may be difficult,
but mine is Harder."
ARLENE F. HARDER,
ALTAI)ENA,CALIF.
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MY DAP TOOK ME TO

M.D.

DEAR DR.(()TT I'm desperate to
receive information on pseudofolliculi
tis barbae It is commonly known as
razor bumps and is found predonu
nantly in black men
DEAR READER: This is basically

THE stust-IMiE
94/4801. CHCKER

I'M HEADIN' PER THE
CATTLE ROUNDUP!

DR. GOTT

By Peter H. Gott.

TOMORROW'S

BEEN-OUT-Of

After being frozen in ice for 10,000 years, Thag
promotes his autobiography.

nto the same

14

DEAR WISER AND PRAYING: Add my prayers to yours.
It is to your credit that you took
the time and effort to warn others in the strongest terms that
unprotected sex can be a death
sentence — whether it's with a
stranger, or someone you have
known and trusted for a very
long time.
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*essentially
I the king of

and I deserved it. He said,'Women
who grew up in the 'Father Knows
Best' age, and have unprotected sex
in the '90s, are operating under a
false reality."
A man•I and so-called friend) I
dated for years never used any kind
of protection. Now I have learned
that for at least two years, he has
had multiple partners — plus some
very seedy affairs. He says he Will
not "kiss and tell" — worse yet, he
refuses to say whether he used protection with the others.
Well, today it is possible to "kiss
and
and now, I have had
multiple partners because of this
man's promiscuity.
Would you believe I have three

•••
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deuce. Barbution, this
luce at least

Park, Highland Park, Mich.
Forty years ago
A total of 5.354 persons were
x-rayed at the Kentucky Tuberculosis Trailer while it was in Murray, according to officials of Calloway County Health
Department.
The Red Cross Bloodmobile
will be in Murray on Oct. 9,
according to A.B. Austin, chairman of Blood Program who urges
the public to participate by giving
blood.
Billy Joe Parker, son of Mr.
and Mrs. W. Joe Parker of Mur,
ray, is now serving _aboard USS
Destroyer Duncan near Japan.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy.to Mr.
and Mrs. Gerald Richerson and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Thorn.
Murray High School Tigers
beat Morganfield 20 to 0 in a
football same.

DEAR ABBY

•

arden Club
rden Club,
28 Canton
.y. 42211,
L'Iula, Mrs.
0. Box 47,
,9.

accepted S22,000 in federal funds
which will be used to place curbs
and gutters in Circarama Subdivision and also paving in the area.
Dr. Frank Steely was speaker
at a meeting of Murray Rotary
Club held at Murray Woman's
Club House.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Machael Hanson, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Burlon Holsappie, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. J.R.
Henderson, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
George Weaks and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Oakley.
The Rev. A. D._ Vaden is
speaker at 3 revival meeting now
in progress at Emmanuel Independent Missionary Baptist
Church.
The annual reunion of former
residents of Calloway County,
now living in the Detroit, Mich.,
area was held Sept. 6 at Palmer
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LOOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Sept. 21, the 264th day of 1993. There are 101
days left in the year.
Today's
Highlight
History:
in
One hundred years ago, on Sept. 21, 1893, a boneless carnage —
believed to be the first gasoline-powered automobile built in the
United Slain — was taken for a short test drive in Springfield, Mass.,
by Frank Duryea, who had designed the vehicle with ,his brother.
Charles.
On this date:
In 1792, the French National Convention voted to abolish the
monarchy.
in 1897. the New York Sun ran its "Yes. Virginia. there is a Santa
Claus" editorial in response to a letter from 8-year-old Virginia
O'Hanlon.
• In 1931. Britain went off the gold standard.
In 1981. the Senate unanimously confirmed the nomination of
Sandra Day O'Connor to become the first female justice on the
Supreme Court.
In 1989. Hurricane Hugo crashed into Charleston. S.C.
Ten years ago: In a speech to the Chamber of Commerce of the
United States, Interior Secretary James G. Wau jokingly described a
special advisory panel as consisting of "a black ... a woman. two Jews
and a cripple." Although Watt later apologized, he ended up
resigning.
Five years ago: The Soviet women's gymnastics team won the gold
medal at the Seoul Summer Olympics. with Romania placing second
and East Germany third. The government reported that consumer
prices had risen .4 percent in August 1988.
One year ago:- President Bush addressed the U.N. General Assembly. offering U.S. support to strengthen international peacekeeping.
Former defense secretaries Melvin Laird and James R. Schlesinger
told a congressional committee that the Pentagon had known that
American airmen were alive in Laos at the end of the Vietnam War
and were not returned.
Today's Birthdays: Cartoon animator Chuck Jones is 81. Actor Larry Hagman is 62. Actor-comedian Henry Gibson is 58. CIA Director
James Woolsey is 52. Author-comedian Fannie Flagg is 49. Former
White House chief of staff Hamilton Jordan is 49. Author Stephen
King is 46. Actor-comedian Bill Murray is 43.
. Thought for Today: "I found more joy in sorww / Than you could
find in joy." — Sara Teasdale, American author and poet
(1884-1933).
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ingrown hairs Medical experts agree
that blacks are more susceptible to
this common condition because of the
nature of their hair. Basically. in
shaved areas, the stiff hair tips.pene
trate the skin before growing from the
follicle - or exit from the follicle, only
to turn in immediately This causes
small infections and bumps
The only consistent cure is to allow
the hair to grow into a beard.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have! severe
spasms. arthritis and spurs in my
neck. Can you give me any informa •
tion on this disease?
DEAR READER. Arthritis in the,
neck often causes stiffness and pain
Additionally, it can lead to bone spurs
that further aggravate these symp
toms. Muscle-spasm is a common con
sequence of cervical )neck) arthritis
Short of surgery to remove the!
spurs. you can be helped by the fol
lowing
• physical therapy with ultrasound.
hot packs and special exercises.
• a soft cervical collar to wear when
you are active or most bothered by
the pain,
• anti inflammatory drugs. such as
Feldene or Motnn, to reduce swelling,.
stiffness and pain
Ask your doctor about these sugges
lions.
Cervical arthritis is most often
defined as osteoarthritis, the age
related deterioration of joints

Because osteoarthritis is virtually
ubiquitous in the elderly and accom
panies the aging process, it is incur.
able
Nevertheless, much can be done. as
I suggested, to minimize the unpleas
ant symptoms stemming from this
affliction Your doctor can help you by
prescribing appropriate medication
and referring you for support ser
vices,as needed
To give you more information. I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Osteoarthritis " Other read
ers who would like a copy should send
$1 25 plus a long, self addressed.
.stamped envelope to P 0 Box 2433.
New York. NY 10163 Be sure to men
non the title
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DEATHS
Mrs. Dorothy Jean Camp
Sec+ ices for Mn. Dorothy Jean Camp arc today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Glynn
On and the Rev. Dennis Norvell are officiating. Mrs. Oneida
White is organist and vocalist.
Pallbearers are Jim Waters. Larry Cherry, Larry Parks, Ralph
Morris, Harold Vaughn and Wayne Higgins. Burial will follow
in Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Camp. 58, of 'Johnny Robertson Road. Murray, died
Sunday at 10:20 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital. She was the
widow of Rex Camp.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Pam Shelton and hut.band, Michael. Farmington._ and Patty Cooper and Tone CAMP.
Murray; one son, Jimmy Lee Cooper. Lynn Grove; one stepson.
Reale Camp and wife. Peggy. England; her mother, Mrs. Daisy
McGuire Dunn. Murray; one sister, Mrs. Joann Jones and
husband, Ron, Herrin, III.; three grandchildren, Amy Alexander.
April Cooper and Daniel Gamer.

Vance Bogard Leneave
The funeral for Vance Bogard Leneave it today at 1 p.m. at
--Cadiz _ Baptist Church The RCY. NQr1113n
Salmon and Jim Walla5e are officiating. Susie Higbee is pianist.
Pallbearers arc Gary Perdue, Nat Buck, David Fuller, Ryan
Wallace, J. Rodman Redd and Jimmy Lane. Burial will follow
in East End Cemetery, Cadiz, with arrangements by Goodwin
Funeral Home, Cadiz.
The family requests that memorials be made to American
Cancer Society, Cadiz Baptist Church or A.C.T.S.
Mr. Leneave, 73, Cadiz, died Sunday at 2:55 a.m. at Jennie
Stuart Medical Center, Hopkinsville.
Survivors ineruck his wife, Mrs. Nell Upton Leneave; one
daughter, Mrs. Pam Leneave Ladd, Paducah; one son, John
Blanc Leneave, Cadiz; one sister. Mrs. Mildred Bosell, Paducah;
four grandchildren.

_

Warren McDougal
Funeral rites for Warren McDougal were Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Van Russell officiated.
Pallbearers were Jewel Crick, David Crick, Dan Crick, Mark
Jones, Bill Morris, Jimmy Russell, Jim Cowart and Daniel
Clark, active; members of his Sunday School Class at Kirksey
Baptist Church, honorary.
Burial was in Kirksey Cemetery.
Mr. McDougal, 37, Rt. 2, Murray, Kirksey community, died
Friday at 10 p.m. of an .apparent heart attack__ while hunting in
Marshall County.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Renee Crick McDougal; one
daughter, Tiffany McDougal, and one son, Joey McDougal, at
home; four sisters, Mrs. Donna- Alexander and husband, David,
Fulton, Ms. Irene Higgins and Mrs. Rhona Houston and husband,. Dwight, Murray, and Mrs. Hilda Lackey and husband,
Monty. Paris, Tenn.; one brother, Terry Rasbcrry and wife,
Ruthic, Hazel.

CONSTITUTION WEEK - Murray Mayor Bill Cherry signs a proclamation declaring this week, Sept. 17-23, as Constitution Week. Looking on
are Patricia Miller, left, and Sally Uvesay, right, members of the Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter of Me Daughters of the American Revolution.
-Continuing the Commitment, Challenging the Future' is the theme of
the week being observed both locally and nationally in the Interest of
promoting the U.S. Constitution.

Garden club sponsors contest
The Murray Garden Club is sponsoring a Smokcy Bear Contest.
The rules are:
1. Posters must be based on the
theme "Only You Catt Prevent
Forest Fires!"(If you win nationally
you will be sent to Washington, DC
August 9, 1994 to celebrate Smokey's birthday).
2. Posters are to be completed by
individual artists.
3. Competition may include: 1st
grade, 2nd grade, 3rd grade, 4th
grade, 5th grade and special education students from grades 1-5.
4. Posters will be judged 20%
each for originality, design, slogan,
art work and overall effectiveness of
the message.
5. Size of poster entry: 12 inches
by 18 inches.
6. Materials: Crayons, markers,
poster palms,watercolors.etc Bold
Colors are-best. No three4imentional posters,since winning posters
will be laminated for display.
7. The artist's name, home address, grade, and school must be
printed on the lower right corner on
the back of the poster. Do not use
dark marker for this; it may show
through.
8. All entries become the property of the National Council of State
Garden Clubs, Inc. Information about local prizes and contest deadline
can be obtained from Cadiz Garden
Club. Mrs. Jack Belford, 128 Canton Heights II, Cadiz, Ky. 42211.,
Laurel Oak Garden Club, Mrs.
Joseph Wilson, Rt.1, P.O. Box 47,
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Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM

ones guess at what
your wishes might have been? Every detail
can be attended to now and you can spasm
them the need to make arrangements under
most trying circumstances. Appointments
can be made at the funeral home or in the
convenience of your own home to discuss
pm-affanged/pre-financed funeral plans
with no obligation to you.
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trains that had passed through
Steven's neighborhood-Friday.
But it wasn't until 2-year-old
Joey Vandcrgraff convinced his
grandmother that "Thomas the
Tank Engine" was talking to him
that Steven was found in Lafayette, 60 miles northwest of
Indianapolis.
Joey, playing in his grandmother's back yard Monday
morning, heard Steven's cries for
help and thought it was the character from the "Shining Time
Station" children's television
series on PBS.

n

fra tr./

Ronald McDonald Children's
Charities of-Paducah made a check
presentation September 20th at
McDonald's on Lone Oak Road
A check for S5,600.00 was
presented to Chris Hutson, chairman of the board of the local.
American Red Cross for the American Red Cross Midwest Flood Disaster Relief Fund.
This money was raised thru the
Children's
McDonald
Ronald
Charities Cannistcr Collection
Sgt Jeff Smith of Ovienebicro, trooper Kevin Payne and Sgt. Melodie Jones of Boxes July 14th - August 31st at
the Murray Police Department display a poster they received for sending aid McDonald's in Paducah, Mayfield,
Murray, Princeton, and Calven
to the Warsaw, NI., flood victims through the D.A.RE program.
City.
For more information contact:
McDonald's Office, 554-4002, Pa
ducah, Ky.

Why make our loved

Missing boy found unhurt in grain car

LAFAYETTE, Ind. (AP)- A
9-year-old boy missMg over the
weekend was found unhurt Monday in a railroad grain car after a
Fancy Farm. Ky. 42039.
toddler told his grandmother the
They are your local garden clubs train was talking to him.
sponsoring this contest with The
Steven T. Marson, a fourthNational Council of State Garden grader, had climbed into the topClubs, Inc., the USDA Forest Ser, loaded grain car Friday while
plaYing near his home in
vice and the. Kentucky Forestry
Indianapolis.
Association. For more,information
Police suspected Steven had
you may write to: Sylvia H.- Layne,
hopped a freight train because his
UPO 740 MSU, Morehead, Kentucky 40351, or call 606-784-9691. Friends had apparently done it
before. That led to searches as far
away as Little Rock, Ark., of
Is Si ir 41. /S.; I

Collection boxes
help flood victims

Why Pre-Plan
Your Funeral?

NEW MSU FACULTY -- Murray State University President Ronald J. Kurth
greets new members of the University faculty during a recent reception at
Oakhurst. Pictured are (from left) Dr. Robert Martin, new chairman of the
department of biology; MSU first lady Charlene Kurth; Dr. Jim Booth, MSU
provost and vice president for academic and student affairs, Dr. Karla Frye,
assistant professor of English: and Nelson da Costa, assistant professor of
speech communication and theater.
- MSU photo by Joe Hedges
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